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MHB plaiHiiiig for next year
By LauM Pavfcnfco
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Tempers are rlanng over a request from the music
departmentto have the Mary Low Commons'' outdoor
concert silenced duringthe orchestraconcettin Lorimer
Chapel last Saturdaynighk
*We were told to either shut down or move [the
outdoor concert]/' snid Pill Charron *$$r Mary Low
commons social chair.
Last Wednesday, three day* before the orchestra
concert and fivenband outdoor concert Were supposed
to occur simultaneously,, "the music department
expressed cottcem<.4hat the noise from thelMary low
Commons] party would disrupt the concert in the
chapel/' said TuHio Nieman, director of student
activities.
By Thursday,, Paul Machiin, musk professor and
one of the two conductors of the orchestra concert,
"wanted silence"' on campus during the conceit. The
noisefrom the outdoorconcertposed "a real significant
problem"^ortheotchestraconcertaccording to Machlin.
"We have to be careful when sound carries a long
distance/*he said*
Machlin viewed the Conceit as an opportunity to
"build bridges with the Waterville community/* and
sincethe concert was supportedbypublicdonations,he
believed the total atmospherefor the patrons comi ng to
the concert Was Important.
But Charron said, "J don't want to lash out at the
community, but 1 don't think ifs right to put the
communityf irst* The students should come first"
Machlin used Nieman as a mediator in the conflict
and the twoparttes tried toreacha compromise,Charron
and ChrisBenecchi'&.,Mary Low Commons president
offered to nafea disc Jockey with smallerspeakersd uring
th<? concert from 73'Wb p.m. to minimise the noi$c,
Th ey also suggested h avin g the ice cream sundae ba r
during those hours,
Machlin':. final offer was to do a test run during; the
orchestra rehearsal earlier in the afternoon where the
conductor would be able to walkie-talkie down to the
outdoor concert if he fel t it was too loud,according to
Charron.
Charron an d Benecchi ultimately decided to move
tho concert behind Roberts because "we had been
advised that Machlin would say it was too loud no
matter what/ said Charron*
Changing the location Was difficult because-both
Buildings and Grounds and Dining Services had
planned thosot up f orDana lawivaccording lo Nieman,
TheDana site was closer to Maty Low Commons itself ,
and ''the middle of campns i$ an easier location " for
pianuingannU-camptispartyyaccordingtoKarenLaidley
'OS*, next year's Student Association vice president
"Tho problem was that tn the eleventh hour wehear
ft pitttewoi' fcut demanded thftt * sodal event be
cancelled/' said Charron. There was no regard for the
amount of work put into this (outdoor concert!/'
Machlin said Chorion and Benecchi "responded
with sensitivity" U> thfcMntfid, "tt it hadrtUeci forth *
good graces of Bill tChammland Chris fBcnccchi!], th in
problem wouldn't have been solved/' said Machlin,
This isoidy one example of conflicts between indoor
and outdoor events warding to Nieman, f arlkt (hi.
springs l"PLAY softbalt games held behind TRoberts
were disturbing psychology classes being held in the
building^andwhencompbinls werevoked,the^oftb^ll
games were related, j»aid Nieman,
"We need to tie in the scheduling office to outdoor
events." saldNlcmanD

By Jody Gould
STAFF WRITER

With the election of Jay Hermsen
'92 as general manager of WMHB for
1991-92, the radio station will move in
new directions. Hermsen will inherit a
station which is undergoing changes as
a result of the recent Presidents'Council
de cision to have onl y Colby students
on the executive board of the station.
"My major goal is to get the club to
a state of normalcy where, based on a
strong foundation, it can grow," said
Hermsen.
"More integration of both students
and community," said Hermsen, "is
another major goal. They are not
mutually exclusive where one can be
forgotten or not taken into account."
In addition to growth and
community integration , Hermsen's
goals include increasing appeal to
Colby and the community, increasing
development and underwriting,
improving training and education,and
building enthusiasm.
"We have a lot of things that need to
be taken care of before [new plans] can
become reality, but I'm optimistic," he
said.
"A long range goal for the station
will be to get the college students to feel
that it is their station without losing the
present identity of the station ,"
according to Jamie Gruener '91,

By Karen Lip man
STAFF WRITER
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The Club Room in the Student
Center may undergo a face-lift and
become a cultura l center that will
highli ght all the different cultures at
Colby, according to Tullio Nieman,
director of Student Activities.
"The proposal was to find a space
where there could be a common
ground, where people could get to
know another culture other than their
own," said Victoria Hershey, associate
dean of students, who has been
impressed by multi-cultural areas she
has seen at other schools.
We could redesign the room so that
it would reflect wha t wc call a common
ground," said Hershey. She suggested
that newspaper subscriptions fro m
around the country and the world, like
the Kansas City Times and the Sri Lanka
Progresshx, be available in the cultura l
center. Students could even bring in
their own neighborhood newspapers.
"This is a way to communicate that all
Colby students are not all alike," said

p hoto by Tara Taupier
J ay Hermsen '92
outgoing program director.
WMHB will work on increasingappeal
to both the students and the community
via more sports coverage and having more
Colby issues and local issues addressed,
said Hermsen.
The community will be integrated as
much as possible but they will not be
voting members of the executive board,
in accordance with thePresidents' Council
decision. A three-to-five member
community advisory board will be set up
and will meet weekly, said Hermsen.
Hermsen hopes to increase
development in terms of underwriting to
generate more funds, which would
decrease the station 's burden on the
Student Activities budget.
Jason Goldberger '93, newly-chosen
public relations director, hopes to "end
all problems with the administration and

Hershey.
Michelle Pinnock '91, Stu-A cultura l
chair, suggested that foreign language
newspapers be available for leisurely
reading use in the room. The newspapers
could later be circulated into use in Miller
Library.
Guidelines for the improved Club
Room were discussed on April 30 by a
group that
included
student
representatives from Presidents'Council.
"The planning group is already
looking to find a wall covering that would
withstand rotating exhibits on the walls.
These exhibits would consist of
photographs which may be political or
cultura l, according to Hershey. Other
possible additions for the Club Room
include comfortable fu rniture, racks to
display the reading materials, televisions
for CNN and World News, and
audiovisual capabilities.
"1 think you want to have some
consistent themes," said Catherine Gilps
'91, International Club president.
While the room's name has yet to be
finalized , somesuggested names "Glob.il
Center" and "Colby Common Ground"
room.
Discussion of who was to name the

students and to move onward."
Hermsen would also like to have
executiveboard meetin gs on the second
floor of Roberts so that more people will
be able to come.
As part of increasing training and
education, Hermsen hopes to create
Format Review Teams. Groups of DJ's
would get together every three weeks to
critique each other's play lists, shows,
and on-air presence,and to gather music
ideas.
"The benefits of format review would
be keeping everyone up on new music
coming into the station, integrating
community members with the students
to a greater degree, and enhancing
education at the station,"said Hermsen.
Hermsen was elected general
manager in a run-off election against
Goldberger. Karen Oh '93 will assume
the position of assistant general
manager, and Keith Tashima '94 will be
program director , according to
Hermsen. Tashima's duties will include
writing a schedule of the events that go
on in the station.
Jono Medwed '94 and Mike Smoot
'94 were elected co-music directors. The
music director role has been sp lit into a
two-person job to simplif y the timeconsuming work.
The music directors will gather new
music for the station. Smoot plans to
"get a lot of diverse music." He would
like to work with Medwed, to "educate
the DJ's better ." Anything but Top 40
music and classic rock will be played .Q

room led to the question of who would
take charge of the room next year. Jason
Soules '93, recently elected Student
Association president, suggested that
the cultural chairs could share the
responsibility of p lanning exhibits and
events for the room. "It would bea good
base group who are already involved
with cultural activities," said Soules.
"We are trying to put together
something people actually want and will
take responsibility for," said Hershey.
The Stu-A cultural chair, the four
commons chairs , and committee
appointments would be an efficient
group to care for the room,said Nieman.
"I think it is important that it does
not become a class room facility...that's
one thing that would injure the facility,"
said Nieman.
Thcoriginal cultural center idea came
about from discussions Dean Hershey
had with students and was voted on at
an April Presidents' Council meeting.
With little time left this year for
planning work will need to be done
over the summer in order for the room
to be ready by fall. "It's a small room,
but it 's a very bi g project ," said
Horshey.Q

News and Features
News Briefs
PPD recyeles

HThePhtysicaSPlant(pPP)|5nowhandlingrecycliugbirtcoHfictflou
on campus, according to Gordon Chessman, associate director *JF
thegroundscrew will collectfrom Mas
FPD* Oieesmausaidthat
in the academic buildingsnm a daily basis, and custodian.;will
collect from residencebalfe two or three time? -w^ekly(torn
Cheesmanaaid thatcollectionwould not be any different
and
the existing system^inswill be emptiedat PPE^storage
takfci.
by Cortsottlnm Maine Recycle**^CMfifr.
"$T&difficult to say * how much the collection w|l|cost; $»d
&ee$rasa.
"trot we arerw>thMng«ny new staff for St" 4fU?,)
<

Stolen Bicycles

Five$_cyc!es:have been stolen from yesijiencehalls $m<e last
Thursday raommgracowrdingto MarkVan Yatfeenbwghr director
of saft*jr *uad sgctuity..
were stolen fromGoddard-Hodgkift^Gtossmart,
TheMsycle*
residence
Johnson
halls-r according tp Van Vaj &enburgh. fte
snd
«aid that one <rf thebicycleswas stolenferom ^ lounge.
Hie thieves ^usedimlfcutteBS toanap throughthe locks,"said
¥aa Valkeaburgb.He Relieves the thieves wer^afraid lo gs,near
bikes with krypfoiutelocksbecause "onebike in GmssmaM_ada
foyptomteiockthatwa$|usthangingthej ^andtheydidn't go near
it"
Twfr bicycles were stolen front the Heights about two wee&a
ago, according, to Van Valkenburgh- lie believe?this Was art
isolated incident because there had been no otherbicycles $toie«
before this* "I want to stress that a Jkryptonlte lock is you*"best.
insurancepolicy/said Van Yalkenburgh* (&>$*)

Three face perjury charges

case but did raise doubts about the
Roberts.
The stolen wine was part of a charge of complicity. "You want us
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
ift
g from the team to Coach Charlie to make a choice between the
SeanHayes'93,Brian CSullivan Corey. The basket the wine was in institution and friendship," said
'94,and Michael Mullin '94returned was placed in the hall until it was Miles.
Reidy's alleged theft occured as
to J-Board this week for testimony time for the captains to present it.
he
was
leaving a J-Board hearing at
from the prospective student The theft was witnessed by
involved in the attempted theft and members of a government class in which he was charged with writing
on the walls.
the building.
illegal entry on April 19.
Reidy was found guilty of theft
Reidy
led
guilty
to
the
charge
p
The three may face perjury
and
Bishop was found guilty of
charges because the testimony of and the other three pled not guilty.
complicity
in the theft. Miles and
the prospective differs from the Questioned as to what he would do
Hutton
were
both exonerated of
testimony of the three students. if someone stole something he
thecharges.
As
punishment thetwo
After the testimony was read, the owned, Reidy replied that he had
defendants were asked if they nothing to offer except his jeans. If found guilty will have to help pay
wished to amend their previous someone were to steal these, he for the wine,write lettersdf apology
statements, but all three declined. replied, "I'd go buy some new ones to those involved, and have a
Tom Reidy '93, Corbet Bishop or go naked if the weather was meeting with the captains of the
hockey team about the theft,
'93,DougHutton'93,andEricMiles right."
sanctions
Reidy according to Mark Serdjenian ,
'93were brought before J-Board on ' The
charges of theft or complicity in the recommended for himself were'Til associate dean of students. Bishop
theft of a bottle of wine from the buy Coach a bottle of wine and was givena warning and due lathe
fact that Reidy was already on
hockey banquet. The theft occurred cook him dinner."
disci
plinary probation he will be
The other defendants refused to
on April 7 as Reidy left a J-Board
suspended
for the fall termO
hearing held in an adjacent room in answer specificquestions about the
By Marty Eitreim

Class of 1995 oversized
By Laura Pavlenko
ASST.NEWS EDITOR

More students want to come to
Colby than the admissions office
had anticipated.
The admissions office has
received 506 acceptances from
members of the Colby class of 1995,
Judge Morton A. Brody,who has in the past taught a judicial
but it targeted the class to have only
process course al Colby, is a candidate for « federalJudgeship,
accordingto^rlSmi^deattofthecollege^CongressJustapproved 450 first year students and 15
transfer students,according to
56tmfederal judge ship/&MLSmith*"Hiei*are^treadyttyo j n
Parker Beverage, dean of
Maineand onfemoiwwUlga in:Maine*"Bwdy was appointed to the
admissions. Even more positive
Maine Supreme Court this year,and if he is amikmed f or the
responses will continue to "trickle
federaljudgeshipwillmost likely beseatedatthefederalcourthduse
in during this week,"said Beverage.
it>
the
m fcn gw wording Smith* foody Wa$ reeaxttmended f 0?
But admissions is counting on
position by Senator Bill Cohen, the senior congressperson from
the
"summer melt," when Colby
MainpMHestitlhastogobeforetheSenateconfiwnationcommittee
will
lose 30-35 students to other
befcirehe is given the lifetime appointment. It was releasedthat
college's wait lists and other
foody wa$a mdidAtefof theposftfa o during4u&8Xb*ckgrt>und
sources,according to Beverage. He
«hedk, according to Smith, {A.K..
said he has already received four
requestsfrom students who would
like to defer their admissions to
take advantage of foreign study

Brody candidate
for federal appointment
jitmiiti
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opportunities.
Colby took only seven students
from the wait list. "It's always nice
to take some" from the wait list,
said Beverage. It is not a good
signal to applicants if Colby does
not take any students from the wait
list because Colby will get the
reputation that it never takes
students from the wait list,
according to Beverage. "We really
did n't have to take anybody [from
the list]," he said.
Beverage said he will "stay in
close touch with Paul [Johnston]"
to make sure that housing is not a
problem. It's important not "to
change the character of the campus"
by having too many students living
off-campus or in temporary
housing, accordingto Beverage. He
said housing would not be a
p roblem because Johnston, can
approve more students to live offcampus.
Colby hosted more visitors
during Open House Week this year

than in any other previous year.
"We had practically standing room
only at the information sessions,"
said Beverage.
Prospective students could "feel
a sense of community " and
"appreciate the quality" of the
College when visiting Colby,
according to Beverage. "Everyone
was hospitable and friendly," he
said. Many students were attracted
to programs like International
Studies and JanPlan, according to
Beverage.
Other New England colleges,
like Bates,ConnecticutCollege,and
Williams have now gone to their
wait lists,and the admissions office
at Bowdoin reported last Monday
that "deposits were coming in
slowly," according to Beverage.
Beverage will know later this spring
exactly, how many students each
college took from their wait-lists.
We are all competing for a
dwindling pool of applicants,"said
Beverage.Q

back that s been given to me.
Assistant Dean of Admissions
Jennifer Rubin left Colby in
December to get married.
Lisa J. Bubar 73, the assistant
director of major gifts,plans tomove
to Indianapolis with her husband
James 72at the end of the semester.
"He got a promotion and transfer,
so for the good of the overall, we're
taking both." Once settled, she
hopes to find work in education
fund raising.
Dave Roberts '55,the director of
planned giving, will retire after
working at Colby for 14 years. "I
love the people and I like the cause,
but I'm tired of rat racing - it's best
to get a new face in here." He's one
of 12 members of his family to have
attended Colby from 1898 to 1988.
After workingasa meteorologist
for tho Air Force, Roberts came to

Colby where he helped raise the
capital for the new track and the
Carl Nelson training room.
However, he secretly admits "I'm
really a weatherman by trade."
Linda Cotter will be moving
fro m career services into the offcampus study office. 'The idea is to
createortcplace where stud ents can
go to explore any off-campus
opportunities," she said.
With all the off-campus
programs like study abroad ,
internshi ps, or a semester in
Washington , D.C. combined in one
office, students can take advantage
of this "one-stop shopping," said
Bob McArthur,dean of faculty. The
program will go into full effect
assuming the new admissions
building is constructed so that
career services arid off-campus
study can occupy firsfc floor EustisO

Low rate of j ob turn-over
amongst administrators
By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER
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Top ten things wc tised to be able to dot
m Write on t)he sidewalk/* in
chalk
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Bowdoin hockey game
1,< Graduatewith *jot *

Colby administrators are
sticking around this year. 'This is
the lowest turn-over rate [of jobs ]
that I can remember," said Earl
Smith, dean of the college.
Only two positions will open up
in admissions at the end of the year.
Tim Burton '90, assistant to Dean
Parker Beverage, received a
fellowship to get a masters in
creative writing at Boston
University. Once he completes his
degree, he hopes to cither teach
writing or "be a wealthy plastic
surgeon," he said.
"It was good to see high school
students interested in continuing
their education," said Burton. "By
helping someone further their
education, I could give something

H.R.S drop j obs
Zimmerman has been involved

By Emily Chapman
STAFF WRITER
Fourstudents chosen to be head
residents of residence halls have
turned down the position, according to Joyce McPhetres-Maisel, associate dean of students. The number of students turning down positions is larger this year than in the
past, she said.
Kim Zimmerman '91, currently
resident assistant in Pierce, said the
only reason she turned down the
position of HR was because, "I was
offered the position as director of
the Volunteer Center next year."
The Volunteer Center is something

Correction
The Echo misrepresented the
statistics in last week's article
"Where aretheynow?"The survey
was conducted just prior to last
year's graduation, and represents
the class of 1990's plans at that
time. Career Services expects that
the statistics are now significantly
changed.

with since her first year and she
feels she has moreof a commitment
to it.
There are 23head resident positions available on campus, according to McPhetres-Maisel. Two of
these slots have been filled by students originally chosen to be resident assistants, but two of the slots
remain open."I'm sure everyone has a personal and valid reason [for turning
the position down]," said Bryan
Chase '91. Chase was chosen as the
H.R. of the Heights, but decided
against it,he said,becausehe is too
involved with his academics.Q

Classified
FOR SALE - 1983 Subaru

GL, automatic, 83K, good
condition,price negotiable.
CallBecky at X3037 or drop a
line in campus box 7171.

The administration began
lookingat revising thealcohol policy
after Keith Dupuis '93 fell through a
window during a Student Center
party on Sept. 28. The revised policy
requires a spontaneous party form
for any weekend function, either
with or without alcohol,in residence
hall lounges, quads or six person
suites. Additionally, parties with
alcohol require a 21-year-old to sign
the party form, be present at the
party and take responsibility.(A.K.)

of problems. The station has come
into conflict with the administration
over record keeping and the
involvement of the community in
the station. It was also cited by the
Federal
Communications
Commission (FCC) for violations of
office hours and Emergency
Broadcast System tests. *MHB will
pay $600 in fines to the FCC. In an
effort to keep decisions involving
College funding in the hands of the
students, the Presidents' Council
voted to remove community
members from the *MHB executive
board and require that all money be
handled through the Student
Association. (A.K.)

WMHB in the
news, again
and again

Sitting in at
Foss
Halloween

The beer
in review

In a year that began with two
D.J.s being pulled off the air by
Security, WMHB has had a year full

Student dissatisfaction wi th the
alcohol policy blew up at the Foss
Halloween party when Secur
ity

Get off the Hill for a
j Real Homecooked breakfast
a*
1

BONNIE'S

.CQlby SPflClal
2 Eggs,
Bacon ,Toast,
Pancakes,
Homefries
& Coffee

*4 '5 0

DINER

Breakfast

Bacon

Cheese
Tomato
Lettuce

Open Seven Days a Week
5:30a.m.- 2:00p.m.

By Amy Stickney
STAFF WRITER
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£olby has received a third
major grant fromthe Booth Ferris
Foundation,which is an unusual
occurrence, according to Linda
Goldstein director of corporate/
foundation relations. Colb y
received one in both 1975 and
1986.
Colby recently received the
$100,000 grant from the Booth
Ferris
Foundation
for
renovations tp the Bixler Art
building, according to Goldstein.
The money from the
Foundation will provide the
momentum for additional
fundraising necessary to
continue with the next phase of
the $2.5 million dollar Bixler
renovation project, according to
Goldstein.
This next phase will entail
renovating classrooms, study
and lounge areas, the listening
room, the slide library and
expanding the stacks, said
Goldstein.

beganshutting thepartydown early.
Overcrowding and fire codes led
Security to begin to close the party
down at 11:50 p.m., causing anger
amongmany studentswhohad paid
to be at the party. Matt Dumas '91
took the stand and called for a sit-in
to express student frustration with
the situation. The sit-in became an
open forum for students to express
their views,and led to the formation
of a student committee to examine
the alcohol policy. (A.K.)

Reviving our
social lives

The St ud ent As soc iation
equested and received special funds
r
from the trustees to revive the social
life on campus.
The $28,663 was granted for
"alternative social events" in an
attempt to move the focus of campus
parties away from alcohol. The
money funded such events as Bingo
night,the Beach Partyand The Price

p hoto by Katharine Bordwel
A $100,000 grant vnll help give Bixleran internal f acelif t.
Current renovations to Bixler
are creating a new gallery and
storage space. This phase of the
plan is being made possible in part
from a grant from the Davis
Education Fund, according to
Goldstein.
Colby received the money from
the Booth Ferris Foundation by
submitting a request that described

the renovation project and the
important role that the Colby Art
Museum plays in the Maine
community,said Goldstein.
The Booth FerrisFoundation
is based in New York, and its
primary interest is in funding
private education, according to
Goldstein.Q

is Right. (A.K.)

debateamongtheEducationalrolicy
Committee and the faculty,
curriculum changes which have
been in the works for over a year
were approved.The changes,which
will go into effect for the Colby class
of '95 include distribution
requirements in six areas - arts,
literature, historical studies,
quantitative reasoning, social
sciences and natural sciences. One
course will be required in each of the
areas with the exception of natural
sc i ences, which requires t wo,
includingonelab. Additionally,one
course will be required to satisfy a
diversity requirement.The modern
foreign language and English
composition requirements will
remain the same. A clause in the
or
igi nalproposal, which stated that
courses taken within a student's
major could not count toward the
distribution requirements, was
deleted . (A.K.)

Colby catches
the measles

A measles outbreak forced the
senior class to hold their sponsored
blood drive three weeks behind
schedule. In exercising state health
regulations, the Red Cross moved
the date from Oct. 2 to Oct. 23 to
eliminate this extended health risk
to the campus. According to Red
Cross representative Roger Kane,
"you need at least a four-week
deferral period after vaccination
beforeyoucan safelydonateblood ."
Hopefully this knowledgedispelled
any fears for those who were still
unable to look a need le in the eye
after the scare. (R.M.)

Crariculum
passed for '95

Af t er much discussion and

Review continued on page 4
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Benton Avenue - Winslow

Bear left after the Winslow bridge - then 3 miles ahead on the loft.

WE WELCOME RETURNABLES l

Review

public indecency. All the females had been
jogging, and a;man, dressed in a three piece
At the start of this semester, 23 of the 24 suit, had been on the side of the road. The
former LambdaChiAlphafraternitymembers, defendant had been soliciting paper routes for
who were suspended last spring for illegal a large Maine publishing company in this
fraternity activity,returned to campus. (A.K.) county. (R.M.)

IheVreback

Continued f r ompage3

Keep your chalk
off my sidewalk

Gay pride messages written in chalk on
sidewalks sparked an administrative
controversy over the use of sidewalk chalk as
a medium of expression.The messages,which
were written by The Bridge in response to
homophobic graffiti in various dorms around
campus, had administrative approval. The
administrationthenwithheld permissionfrom
othergroups whileformu) ating a policyon the
use of sidewalk chalk. It was finally decided
that theuseof chalkonthesidewalkswould be
disallowed for aesthetic reasons. (A.K.)

Probation restricts
student activites
Restrictions on extracurricular activities
for students on academic probation were
passed at the start of second semester. Starting in February "any student on academic
probation will be required to consult with
his/her advisor,and any extra-curricular advisor, such as a coach,to discuss whether the
student should continue his/her participation in extra-curricular activities." If any students remain on academic probation for a
second semester, they must develop a plan
"allocating time to course work and extracurricular activities, which must also be approved by the Associate Dean of Students."
Otherwise, the student will be ineligible to
participatein activitiesoutsideof schoolwork.
(R.M.)

Of angry memos
and cancelled
lectures

Pondall pooped out
Colby has a major algae problembut

it's no biology experiment gone awry - if s

all the ducks on Johnson Pond. Now this
overpopulation of feathered wildlife has
tinnedthepond into largephosphatefarm.
Biology Professor Russell Cole'secological
theoryclasswent out in canoes last weekto
checkthe pond's depth and skim the algae
growth off the top, searching for a solution
tothisgrowingproblem.Apparently Colby
had an abundant algae growth in the 70's,
when detergents with phosphates seeped
into the water system. But this time, says
Smith, "we've basically got a duck poop
problem." (R.M.)

Amid rumors of a "sweetheart deal," th e
lecturesof threeprofessors at Colby'sprogram
in Bermuda were cancelled. Conflict arose
whenHarold Pestana,director of the Bermuda
program, refused to submit the subjects of the
scheduled guest lectures to the College for
approval,citingacademicfreedomandsaying
that it was his program and he should be
trusted to choose appropriate coursematerial.
Bob McArthur, dean of faculty,believed that
since the money for the program came from
the school,allcoursematerialsshould besubject
to approval.A seriesof angrymemoscirculated
until Pestana cancelled the lectures saying in a
memo to McArthur "You Win!" The three
professors, Nicholas Rohrman of the
.psychology department, James Fleming,
N After problems with funding and a letter
visiting assistant professor of science and actually canceling Senior Week, activities are
technology, and Guy Filosof, professor of finally all set to go ahead. This year Senior
french, took the accusations of trying to get a Week will be exactly that - a week for just the
free trip out of the deal as a personal affront. seniors to be together as a class, as the senior
class requested, keeping the amount of
(A.K.)
underclassmen on campus to a minimum.
Fifty-five underclass studentswill be working
on campus during Senior Week, serving a 15
The man suspected of exposing himself on hour minimum that the Student Association
the 3-mile run, to at least four Colby women imposed. Senior Week will cost around
last semester, has been caught. The judge $10,000,most of which will be covered by a$20
sentenced him a $500 fine and mandatory fee to be paid by all seniors. There is a wide
counselling, however the suspect was range of activities planned,and seniors will be
convicted in only one of the three charges of able to order a videotape of the week to relive
the events. (E.G.)

Senior Week
j ust for seniors

Masher exposed

Additions to
Admissions

A yearagoPresident Cotter authorized the
addition of two new Afro-Americans to the
admissions staff, Roland Allen and Andria
McNeal-Smith. Allen comes from the
admissions department at Westmont College
in Santa Barbara, CA, and McNeal-Smith
graduated last year with a Masters from De
Paul University.Replacing Darryl Scott who's
now working for Cornell, they'll assist Dean
ParkerBeveragewiththeinterviewsandvisits,
with a special focus on minority recruitment.
"The toughest nut to crack is racial diversity,"
Beveragenotes, "so we'vemadesomechanges
to facilitate this recruitment." The class of '94
has more minority students than ever before.
(R.M.)

East Quad
to be renovated

The Board of Trustees has approved
$350,000 for renovations on East Quad this
summer. Included in the plans is the
overhauling of both the heating and electrical
systems, along with the installation of phone
jacks in alloftheroomsTheheatinthebuilding
isnoisyinadequateandimpossibleto regulate,
according to Head Resident Brad Comisar'91.
Nancy Reynolds of Physical Plant said that, "I
don't know why there haven't been fires,"
when asked about the electrical system and
the lack of any three-prong outlets. Many
residentsagree that although they enjoy living
in East Quad, renovations are a definite
necessity. (E.C.)
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FOCUS; The changing face of Colby
y
Social life ; from Green Death to Bingo Nigbt
By Alyssa Schwenk, Amy Alderson & Lori
Wri^it
STAFF WRITERS/ EDITOR

Social life at Colby has undergone momentous
changes since this year's graduating seniors first
walked on campus. Theme parties thrown by
underground fraternities, such as Green Death and
Slammers, are gone. Messy Student Center parties
whereupward of 15kegs were once consumed are
non-existent.
With the College clamping down on underaged
drinking and generally de-emphasizing the use of
alcohol, Colby's social life is heading in a direction
that includes more non-alcoholic eventssuch as this
year's Bingo Night and Suitcase Party.
Many seniors, who have lived through several
changesin the alcohol policyover the last few years,
criticized the plan.
"I think the administration is trying to give the
impression that they are changing the policy,"said LisaGould
'91 "But in reality most students aren't really affected by it."
Senior Sue Colavecchiobelievesthat despite thenew policy
there hasbeenno deemphasis on alcohol consumption over the
past four years.
"Kids are still drinking as much as they were four years
ago," she said. Although Colavecchio said it is harder now to
drink at the Student Center, there are more residence hall
parties.
"[The policy!doesn't bother me because I don't go to the
Student Center," said Larry Rulison '94. "I just party in the
dorms."
Some students are more irritated by the stricter policies.
"[Thepolicy] sucks,"said Steve Collier'91. "When wewere
freshmen, anybody could drink at the Student Center and
party forms had just been introduced,but you didn't need a 21year-old to sign them. It's not curtailing drinking, it's making
it more of a privateaffair than a public affair." Collier said he

task forces along with many seniors in their exit
interviews had expressed concern over students'
the use of alcohol.
The second reason is the new drug-free work
place act,which the government is using to clamp
down on alcohol and drug use at colleges and
universities which receive any federal funding.
Themostrecentincidentinwhichthegovernment
took action occurred at the University of Virginia
where a fraternity wais caught with drugs. .
"We may see greater involvement of federal
agencies,"said Seitzinger. "We have an obligation
to the law,"she said,and, the Collegewould have
to take appropriate action against under-aged
drinking if the government decides to pay a visit
Colby.
Senior Susan Willis said, "Overall [social life]
isbetter [since she wasa first year student]. There
are more opportunities now, but the fli p side is
that the campus is not as unified socially"because
of the decrease in Student Center parties which
toto
P
Colby social life is changing.
fy An Dmlier tended to bring together people from all sides of campus.
'The frat parties were insane and out of control," said
understands that the administration is trying to educate people Willis. "I liked them then,but that waswhen wewerefreshmen."
Some students, like Jody Cox '91, think that the Spa sKould
about alcohol, but he believes that people should be able to
become
a place to party as it wasin the past. "Peopleused to go
maketheir own decisions.
[to
the
Spa]
for parties, like they sometimes still do when they
Many first-year students do not understand why the
upperclassmen find fault with the new alcohol policy. "I don't have bands there," he said.
Seitzinger agreed that the Spa needs to become a more
thi nk it's a policy that should be complained about because
anybody can get alcohol," said first-year student Erinne Clark. viable social alternative. She also mentioned that Colby's non"Except at the Student Center where it'ssupposedly restricted." alcoholic events have been more well-received than they have
Alex Moody '94 thinks the policy succeeds because it in thepast 'Touryearsagothey [non-alooholicevents]wouldn't
provides "a safe environment on campus that is to some extent have worked,"she said.She also said that,with the dissipation
controllable, whereas if [the policy] was restricted, people of fraternities, social life has become more open to different
would be forced to go elsewhereto drink."He said this would people hosting social events.
"The problem for everybody now is that they don't know
lead to more problems off-campus which could be controlled
what exactly the alcohol policy is," said Colavecchio. "I don't
on campus.
Dean of Students Janice Seitzinger cited two reasons for the think the administration knows. They seem to be trying out
;
deemphasis on alcohol at Colby. First, several of the College's different policies to see people's reactions."Q

I am PC, yoia are PC
By Heather Boothe
STAFF WRITER

Over the last four years the
country's colleges . have been
inundated with politically correct
thought and speech,meaning words
or ideas that are not offensive to any
person or group of persons.
At Colby, for example, students
are now called "first-year students"
rather than "freshmen " in order to
be gender-neutral. Students are told
the proper terms for less important
things like residence halls (not
dorms) and dining halls (not
cafeterias).
"[It has caused] greater
sensitivity," said Philosophy Prof.
Dan Cohen. "But also more
resentment. I think the motivation
behind being careful about how the

way we talk lis important]. Words overall safety" of a person or group
of persons who were the targets of a
are powerful."
But as Trish Biros '91 said, verbal attack,she said. But if such an
sometimesthe original words didn't incident were to arise, "I'm sure
have as much of an effect as people there'd be lots of conversation," she
said.
thought.
Some believe PCism is often
"I've been a freshman twice now
and I don't think it's scarred me for something that, instead of
life, being called a freshman," she enlightening people, locks people
into acertain wayofthinking. Many
said.
Dean of Students Janice students and faculty now feel they
Seitzinger said that Colby is cannot express their true feelings for
experiencing this waveof PCism later fear of being chastised.
"Political correctness is the
thanothercolleges. "[My colleagues]
have been talking about it longer suppression of free speech and
expression," said Keith Dupuis '94.
than we have," she said. •
Seitzinger said that Colby allows "I consider myself to be politically
free speech across the board, and correct because of the consequences
that the College would allow almost I would have to face if I weren't."
"I'm an R.A.,"said Biros. "I have
anything to be said unless it was
to be [PC]. I .think it's good to be
potentially physically destructive.
"We'd have to think about the
PC continued on page 13

Looking at Colby s art scene
By Audrey Witteman, Amy
Keim and Amanda Hallowell
STAFF WRITERS/ A&E EDITOR

Manypcopleseemtobclievethat,
over the past several years,there has
been an increase in the attention
given to the arts at Colby. But most
agree there is room forimprovement.
One complaint made by both
students and faculty is that events
aren't well-attended.
"I think the problem with the
arts at Colby is that it is hard for
students to find out about the
events. Also, if the concerts were
held in places besides the chapel, for
example, the Student Center,
students would be more apt to take
advantagcof concerts, "said Heather

Jaegcls '93.
Some students, however, are not
satisfied with some of the artistic
eventsthey've attended,whichhelps
to account somewhat for the lack of
students in the audience. Referring
to the theater productions on
campus, Sharon Labick '91
commented, "I think that thequality
has gonedown since three years ago.
Maybe there is just less talent . I've
been to only one play this year that I
was impressed with."
"I like the arts at Colby, but I
think that events should be better
publicized. I like the theater
productions, but some of the plays
are a little offbeat. If they were more
mainstream, more people would
attend them," said Katcy Ford '92,
Some students feel that there is
not enough publicity given the

events, so that only students taking
art classes or playing in one of the
many campus music groups is fully
informed about events, Students
would like to see the events more
centrally located on the campus, so
that they could be more easily
accessed by the entire student body.
Others arc pleased with what
Colby has to offer. "For a small liberal
arts college, Colby has a very
diversified arts program," said Ann
Bonniwcll '94.
Christine Tuccilc'91 said,"I think
that for Colby's size, wc have about
what can be expected. People seem
to be going to the productions a lot
more. The plays are pretty
consistently selling out."
But, "in general, I feci that there
could bebctter support of the arts by
both faculty membcrsandvStudcnts,"
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said English professor David Mills.
"We have a terrific orchestra, and
the music program has improved so
much since I was a studen t hero,"
Mills said. "Unfortunately, the music
concerts are very poorly attended .
The art department is in very capable
hand s,the exhibits arc well attended,
andthefacilitiesarebcingimprovcd."
Ned Brown '93, who is heavily
involved in the theater, thinks that
theater is growing in terms of

popularity and improvinginquality.
'Theater is not supported enough in
terms of the hours wc put in. When
only half the seats are filled , it's
depressing. But I think it's wellsupported generally and it's been
taken more seriously lately/' he said.
"Last semester was our most
successful ever in terms of the
response, the numbers who came,
and the quality of the performances.
Colby art continued on pag e 7

Focus: The changing face of Colby
By Karen Dix on and
Craig Appelbaum
STAFF WRITER and
FEATURES EDITOR
Is Colby becoming too
'crunchy7?
For yearsthe Colby campus has
been polarized by stereotypes that
had 'crunchy7 people living in Foss
and Woodman and 'jocks' living
on Roberts Row. In the '70s, for
example, students referred to the
Fossand Woodman residence halls
as Tort Weird'. But how well does
this stereotype hold up today?
"I don't think Foss is getting
crunchier,"said FossHead Resident
Jan Fortin'91. "This year therewere
fewer 'crunchies/ not that there
were many before."
What is 'crunchiness'.

"My original thought is a person
who is very into a holistic way of
life," said Fortin. "Someone very
back to nature, very natural and
socially natural as far as diet is
concerned. Someone very in touch
with themselves."
"People at Colby are looking
more the way they used to look in
the '60s," said Assistant Professor
of English Linda Tatelbaum.
"People are a little more laid back.
There's a lot more people being
artistic,dressing artistically. Many
more people are in contact with
Maine and the environment and
nature."
But although more people may
be becoming 'crunchy'in terms of
their concern for nature, other
stereotypes persist.
"I think the crunchy stereotype
is someone who's scruffy, wears

The Mother Funkers draw both
p hotoby Kathenne Bordwell
the crunchy and the J-Crew crowd to Foss Arts
baggy clothes and old-patches on reality."
In the past> people believed that
their jeans," Fortin said . "The
stereotype is more what people students chose to live in Foss so
think it should be than what it is in they could carry out their crunchy

Over the years
By Chip Smith
SOMETHING TO SNACK ON
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And so it comes to a close.How may I find
the words that can adequately seize a glimpse
of what Colby has been for me and how we've
changed together over five years? Like
everythingelseat this school,there are no easy
answers, only possibilities. So, here are some
things to consider, to remember and to hope
for.
Sodal life:
It'sfairly easy to sum up the changesin this
areainthelastfiveyears.-'vewaited fiveyears
to state my opinions on this subject. My first
year at Colby I joined a fraternity. To this day
I don't regret that decision. The friendships I
madeand thelessons I learned about character,
dedication and self-confidence are
irreplaceable.
It is important to understand that these
lessons are not conditional to membership in
these organizations. In fact, in witnessing the
slow deterioration of fraternities I gained
valuable instruction in understanding a
person's self-worth. I'm a better person from
having known the people who resisted
fra ternities and struggled to provide an
alternative social experience. Their resistance
and independence made us all better people.
Fraternities were the only form of social
lifeatColbywhen I arrivedin l986.At thetime
the College was incapable of providing an
acceptable alternative. While the fraternities
wereexcellent influenceson someindividuals,
the numbers of students adversely affected by
them eventually necessitated their demise.
I thank the Lambda Chi's for shouldering
the responsibility of all of our actions. Their
sacrifice and unity until the end remains
admirable in my eyes.
As for theadministration,don't try to erase
the memories of fraternities by offering cheap
solutionslikerenamingfraternityrowRobert's
Row. Fraternities, right or wrong, played an
important rolein this College's history. They
should be remembered fondl y by some and
critically by others. Either way, they should
remain a lesson of our past.
Academics:
There have been some monumental
changes in this department over five years.
There used to be a time when few individuals
were prepared for class. Look around campus
these days. When a professor asks a question
there arc fewer blank expressions. No doubt
about it, Colby is getting brighter applicants
every year.
The lesson here is change. Over five years,
more than enough changes have been madeat
Colby. The method of change remains the

same. Academic adjustments at this College
are carefully devised to slip past student
examination. If for some reason changes such
asS/Uor diversityrequirementscatchstudentattention,administrators revise the system so
that it will only affect incoming first-year
students. Upperclassmen breathe a sigh of
relief because they will be untouched by the
College's devious adjustments.
The problem is that althoug h
upperclassmenarenot affected, theCollegeis.
It is our responsibility to guard against
politically motivated changesin theacademics
at Colby. We must develop some means of
reachingthedecisionmakers.TheEducational
Policy Committee is our only outlet and our
biggest obstacle. Fix this area,underclassmen,
and you might be able to grab a hold of the
College.
Things will be getting a little ti ght
economically for the College in the next few
years. The decision to limit off-campus living
to seniors reflects Colby's concern on that
matter. So, don't let the College take the next
step, limiting the numbers of students who
may enjoy Junior Year Abroad.
Junioryear provides aumque opportunity
to settle back and evaluate your progress
academically and personally. Leave Colby for
some period if you are able. When you return,
bring back a vision and a purpose. In the last
few years, informed and involved students
who learned new lessons away from Colby
brought us recycling, a stronger COOT
program, and a wealth of world politics.
Finally:
My five years has been an experiment in
friendship. All the laughter, all of this
rollercoaster of confusion, excitement, and
frustrationhasemerged from my relationships
with students and faculty. Friendship is
Colby's most valuable resource.I have known
eightdifferentclassesof students sincelarrived
atColby.I havebcen befriendedby individuals
in all of these scattered and different groups.
They have been my educators and my
motivators. One of those friends quoted
Aristotle tomej ast weekend.Hesaid, "Among
friends, men are better able to think and to
act." This idea has absolutely governed my
Colby experience.
Advice and Something to Snack on;
Whatever you do in your four years at
Colby, get involved . Be responsible for
somethingonthiscampus.Makeanimprcssion
before you graduate. If you are able, establish
some traditions that this College is so
desperately lacking. It took me fivn years to
accomplish all that I wanted at Colby. Plan
early and make the most of your education.
Anything is possible. College should teach
everyone that.Q

lifestyles. But, Fortin said that
students today often choose to live
in Foss f or other reasons.
"I think Foss gets a bad
reputation because it'son the fringe
of campus," said Foss R.A.
Stephanie Vore '91.
To be sure, there are patches of
'crunchiness' all around campus.
But Fortin sees this 'crunchiness'as
little more than experimentation.
"A lot of people are
experimenting [with being
crunchy] but in the long run I think
this is more of a stage of
experimentation and growth," she
said.
And somebelieve that there are
other stereotypes rather than
'crunchiness' which abound on
campus.
As Tom Brown '91,said, "Colby
is a J. Crew school."Q

The chstnghttgColby student
By 0rmgAyp etimVLm
m&Tum&wxTGR.

Colby are moreawareof social issues thai
theirpredecessors.
jr<Thaf*5 true without doubts he said.
*
"Thexe's imtch more general interest in
Over She past few yeaxs.- several community service*Somehighschoolsand
professors have noted many changes in privateschools requireii."
Colbystudents,for better and for worse*
"jft hinkstudenis aremoreliberat/Hauss
Academically, some f eelsfttden.s axe said, but added that by 'liberal'he meant
becoming mo*e studious that* their studentswho *tt*t__.n__ingit.ore globally,
predecessors*
not necessarily adhering,to '£(.'$Values.
"Ifs hard to tell,but I think the answer
This global thinking is appearing in
is ye$/' said Government Professor <_hip otherareas of campusaswell.Over the past
Hauss whenasked if students weretaking f ew years,hotexample/more studentshava
their ^admicsworeserfottfilythan in tihe beCameinterestedfa RussianandBastAsian
.. ,.
"" •¦'*
pi5$t/'Ithink (;tiafit'^l?een that wayfor the studies.
last seven o*eight years. In Government
"More student? are coming from high
112 fa course: filled primarily with first- school to studyRussian Studies at Colby/
year students !,student$ are doing more sadd Tony Anemone, assistant professor of
work,they'remorcatterrtive.they're doing Russiart
more thinking*Xhaf a the most important
ITb.estvdeote'l sense of real life outside
thing.
of Colbyissharper/said Tatelbaum*"I feel
*B_ch class j $ xnp xsserious than the we've learned there's tnote than fust
class before it The pool oi students who Americans [out there)/
come here is better each yea*/aaidHauss,
JfeussbeHfiVes thesechanges mirror the
whoalsoserves as theChairoftheCoItege's changes in ttw country's political climate,
Admi$$ion'$ Committee,"The applicant
"Ifs the end of the Reagan Era,"he said.
pool is better than ever before/*
"ItVa much calmer world, there's a new
But theaverageSATscoreaof incoming environmental movement*
fiist-y earstudentshaveremained the same
"Mysense isthatpeoplestartcd torealiac
far the U$t two year$ (5&G verbal and 620 the damage done in the Reagan years/'
math). According to Dean of Admissions Tatelbaunt said. "People started to realize
Park erBeverage,these numbers do change thatmoney isn't thebottom line,that there's
from class to cla_s,but "not substantially4" more than iusi ibe corporate mentality.
Numbers for tbfcct a$$of 199$ have not yet Yuppies are ttowa^oke/
been tabulated
Despite all these changes,some believe
Some have noticed other changes in tho Student body Remains plagued by
incoming classes.
apathy,
"The incoming crop of fj hst«yea r
"Colbyisnotaspoliticallyactiveasother
studentscomestnwith dittercntlooksand colleges/ .tad Tatelbaum, who said this
their values are different/ said linda might hav<} something to do with Colby>$
Tatelbaum,assistant ptofessotof English. relative isolation*
But Burton believesColby is becoming
"Studont* work hatd, but more for
themselvesthan to just get a job. Students morepoliticallyactive every year.
wh o come to Colby now aren't motivated
**t think student* ,tro muchmoro^c. .ve
by getting a jgoo d|ob, Now motfc come to in thingslikerights forpcoplej ikc women's
Colbyb<wm$& they$*y *l warn tohta welt« rfghtaandAmneslyt-utemntionaU.Thcre's
rounded person"/
much moreaiefiv-sm than there vsed to be.
As assistan t t o th e dean of admissions, and a. lot oHt .h*$ to do with being K
Tim Burton ha$ noticed that applicants to {political ly coxrect)/ he said-Cl
drive-in' movies on Dana lawn. There are a
lot of bandswhich play on campus. I think that
Continued from page 6
the non-alcoholic events aro much better,"
Wc were all very happy with all the said Christine Kerrigan '91.
performances, which is not always the case,"
"Themoviesshown oncampushavegottcn
he said.
alotbetter compared to when I wasa freshman.
Brand y Shafter '93 wants Colby to put on Nowtheyarcverycurrent,and thcyarcplaying
some musicals or more well-knownplays,not some more controversial films, like Tie Me Up
so many obscure ones. Tknow that musicals Tie Me Down " said Tuccile.
take a lot of work,but there are a lot of talented
Asst. Prof,of Sociology and Anthropology
people here at Colby," she said.
Adam Wcissbcrgersaid, Tvcgone to exhibits,
Many people believe Colby is offering an the Colby Chorale, and the symphony. What
increasing range of entertainment. 'There arc I've seen, I've liked. [Arts] teachers arc active
moredivcrseand crcativcthingstodojike thc and committed."Q

Changing arts
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Poor planning

hinderedastudentfromcontributing
to the station,and haveactually kept
the
station there for use. During
The following is written for the
William Wallace, Colby's piano
vacations
and
over
the
summer,
number of students who have
large
instructor, is being forced by the
still there,fillingin wherethe asked why the Mary Low sponsored
they're
music department to resign. I am
5-band concert was not held on the
dismayed that the administration students bail out.
I'd
like
to
say
sorry
to
Annie,
Dana lawn, its original location.
would let go an instructor who is an
Bruce,.and
the
other
community
The originally planned event had
invaluable asset to this institution.
members
affected
by
the
Presidents'
the potential to be an energetic and
Bill is my friend as well as my
Council's
slap-in-the-face
decision
easilyaccessibleparty.Theactualevent
teacher. I think that a teacher who
that has put them about as far from behindRobertswasout-of-the-wayfor
has students over at his place
overhalf of thecampus,including the
frequently just to shoot the breeze, Colby Radio as I am.
commonswerepresent,resulting in a
whooccasionallystaysup late trying
Sarah
Poriss,
'92
mediocreturnout. This wasthe direct
to help a student through some
result of uncooperative behavior by
dilemma, is indispensable; higherthe Colby Music Department.
ups disagree. His rapport with
Two events had been scheduled
students is the epitome of what the
Since I will not be returning to for Saturday night: the Mary Low
teacher-student relationship should teachat Colby next year,I wouldlike
concert and a concert in the Chapel
be.
LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
to takethis opportunity tobid a fond conducted by Professor PaulMachlin.
TheEditorialistheoffidalopinionofthe paper.The other opinions present on this pagedonotnecessarily
Bill is an inspiring teacher. He farewell to all the students, friends,
represent the views of The Colby Echo or Its staff.
made me enthusiasticabout learning and colleagues that I have had the Fearfulof sound interference,Machlin
The Colby Echo encourages letters from Its readers, especially those within the immediate community.
They should not exceed 200 words.
just by playing for me, and created good fortune to meetin the last two called the President's Office 48 hours
Letters to the Editor should betyped. Letters to the Editor must be signed and include either an address
vivid images, analogies, which years. To all my students who have before theMaryLoweventdemanding
or a phone number. For publication on Thursday,letters must be received byThe Colby Echo no later than
Monday evening of the same week.
expressedhow certain notes should shared their thoughts, warmth, and that it either be terminated from 7:30TheColby Echo reservesthe right to edit all submissions.
be played. I consider Bill the sole good cheer with me so liberally, I 10:00, or relocated away from the
reason why I could perform wish you the best of luck. Captain Chapel.
We werestunned at themaimerin
successfullyaChopinNocturne.His America, Spidey, and Batman will
workload is excessive and his miss you all. To my fellow NBAers, which they tried to "resolve" the
replacementwill havean impossible thanks for all the fun and games,and conflict. Instead of offering a
compromise or asking for our input,
act to follow. The justification for
Since it was chartered in 1813,Colby has been constantly changing and 'firing'Billis that he does not perform, please be sure to hang one of my t- the department ran to a third party.
growing with the times. But in the last few years Colby has begun to grow and he can't because of a finger shirts from the asbestosless rafters
Both groups put a tremendous
into a significantly different college, one that many alums would be quite problem which would compromise next year. Finally, to the college amount of effort into organizing their
communityat large,I wishyou every
surprised at - for better or worse - if they were to return.
liis ability. So,he has a great rapport success in making Colby a humane events. Both took pride in what they
Students are putting in more hours at the library than they were four with students and is a fantastic
organized. Both should 'have
years ago. They turn to the books rather than the beer now. Along with instructor,buthedoesn'tdoconcerts. institution which can inspiregenuine cooperatedequally.
students' changes in study habits, the College has re-evaluated the I ask the administration, how did and well-deserved pride.
We proposed severalalternatives,
but instead of cooperating, the
curriculum and come up with a plan that they think will provide the best your priorities get so screwed up?
Sincerely, department stuck to its ori inal
liberal arts education.
g
I have endeavored here to ensure
Tony
Cunningham
demands.
Since the fall of fraternities, Colby's social life has taken off in a new that this injustice is revealed. Colby
Dept. of Philosoph y
direction. Students areoffered new socialactivities,and they areencouraged has disappointed me, and let down
Professor Machlin sent us a very
cordial letter, applauding our
to participate in them. Along with the typical beer bashes there are more its students. How can they get rid of
parties where students can feel comfortable not drinking. Colby students Bill Wallace with a clear conscience?
"sensitivityto the needsof thosewho
WeintheMusicDepartmentwish share your space on the campus,"
are now more volun tpRr-oriented, seeking ways to help others rather than Well they can ... conscience or not.
to thank the Mary Low Commons
waysto fund a BMW. There is a greater awarenesstoday of the environment,
Scott Alprin '92 officers and the Student Activities i gnoring theMusic Department'sown
insensitivity to those same needs.
civil rights, and people less fortunate than ourselves.
Office for helping to solve the
The student body missed out on a
Many significant events at Colby this year have far-reaching
complicated situation over the greatsocial event because of the Music
implications. The curriculum change will dictate what people should
study,the stricter alcohol policy mandates how people should party,and
I think that the reporting of J- weekend of having simultaneously Department. Instead of callousl y
disallowing community members from participating on the WMHB board hearings by the Echo is occurring events whose sounds thanking us for scrapping weeks of
mutual hard work, we feel the Music
executive board affects town-gown relations.
lecherous and parasitic. These could have caused
disruption
and
distraction.
While Department should offer the entire
These events have been the subject of many Echo headlines. But often, "news"items provideno betterment
various
college
activities
at
the
end student body an apology.
because of closed-door policies,the Echo is not privy to the discussions that for the college's society and only
of
the
semester
tend
to
overlap,
it is
eventually form new policies. The most significant example of this is the hurt those involved through public
Chns Benecchi, Mary Low
EP C's refusal to let an Echo reporter report on the deliberations which humiliation.The writer who reports good to have been able to avoid a
conflict.
Commons President
able
eventually shaped Colby'sacademic philosophy. The Echo should be
this drivel gains nothing to advance
Bill
Charron, Mary Low
to print this information for the benefit of the campus.
professionally, save employment
Doroth
Reuman
y
Commons Social Chair
A subject on which the Echo proudly reports is J-Board hearings. This with the National Enquirer. As the
Chair, Dept. of Music
week a student wrote a letter to the editor that chastised the Echo for former Senior Editor of my prep,
covering J-Board hearings. Like any other newspaper, the Echo has the school paper I would be ashamed to
Amira Bahu's sentiments are
responsibility to report on students who break the rules. People at this be a part of reporting such negative
(Echo , 5/2), but she is
admirable
College simply need to be held more responsible for their actions. Colby and nonproductive topics. I have
We received a copy of the letter
mistaken
if
she thinks that Colby
is not a fairyland. It is not a practice run for the real world. This & it, folks. never been tried before the J-board , Music Professor Paul Machlin sent'
programs
abroad
require less work
but if I had I would certainly prefer to Chris Benecchi and Bill Charron
and wanted to thank him for taking than what Colby students ido on
to keep it a private matter.
;
Some things were meant to be the timeto write. Althoughadecision campus,
Colby isn't always what one would call a visionary institution, even private; get down off your self- hasalreadybeenreached,we wanted
ThrceofColbysprograrns-Cork,
when it comes to scheduling events. Recently two scheduling conflicts - righteous throne and perhaps to express our feelings on the matter Caen, and Salamanca - are designed
one between the Mary Low Commons function and the orchestra concert enlighten us withyour own mistakes. of therelocation of Mary Low'sevent to integrate students into a foreign
and the other involving the locations of the Senior Art Show - created Like you never made any.
university system.
Saturday, May 4th.
problemsfor people who had worked longand hard on their events. Colby
The European university system
Our first concern was the seeming
does not have a schedule that informs the campus of all indoor and
Travis R. Kline '91 lack of respect paid by the Music is different from the American one.
outdoor events; it has a priority system that responds to pressure rather
Department to Mary Low's event. European students are expected to
than commitment.
We understand the amount of be self sufficient; American students
The Senior Art Show was relocated from the Student Center to the
on the other hand are often spoonSpending junioryearabroadwith advanceplanningthatwentintoyour fed. A typical European professor
lobby of Runnals. The organizers of the show went to Stu-A at the
event as well as Mary Low's, but
beginning of the year and "secured" the Student Center for the last two a Colby program has been an both events had their own identity will meet his or her class, distribute
weeks of school.Conflicts arose a month ago when committees started amazing experience. I didn't know and deservedequalrespect. It should a one-page syllabus, and begin
asking to use the Student Center for banquets and rained-out barbecues. how alienated I'd feel from Colby, not have been assumed that Mary lecturing, Months later a paper will
Apparently the pressure to move the show took precedence over the however. I'm referring particularly Low's event wotold be moved or be due. It is expected that the paper
show's importance,and when Abbott Meader returned from talking with to the recent decision to remove altered to serve the preferences of will incorporate not only what has
the vice-president of the College he had accepted the alternative location. community members from the those involved in the approach the been said in class but whatever
Theother conflictarose whenMusicProfessorPaul Machlin complained WMHB executive board . I'm studen ts, first in order to come up reading the student has done. The
that the all-day concert planned by Mary Low Commons on the lawn in shocked. Until recently the talk was with a solution. Student-run events paper will be handed back with
of restricting Stu-A funding to MHB
front of Dana would disrupt the concert at 7 p.m. in Lorimer chapel.
have just as much priority on this comments, but no grade. At the end
Machlin won out, and the Mary Low Commons concert relocated to since not enough students liked the campus as any faculty/ of the academic year there will be a
the lawn behind Roberts. As a result, an event which was supposed to station's format. But the decision administration/community-run final examination. Students are
attract a large group of people was attended by only a few, much to the made is just the opposite. Docs Stu- event. If you have any questions or expected to have figured out for
disappointment of the bands, the planners of the event, and probably the A think we'd rather have its money comments please feel free to contact themselves what is important.
than people like Mr. Fowler and Ms.
people who never found the concert. ,
Unlike their European
Earhart
and the other community either of us.
Not only do these conflicts represent the result of poor scheduling, but
classmates, Americans will be
they demonstrate that thedemands of the administration take precedence members who've made countless
JasonSoules,Stu-A President-elect graded through a process of
over those of students. Although Machlin 's case was legitimate, the contributions to the station?
Karen Laidley, Stu-A VP-elect discussion between their European
The community membersarethe
students' event should not bo sacrificed because of faulty scheduling.
professor and the Colby resident
foundation of MHB;theyhave never
Letters continued on page 9
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What do you think of the Colby Echo?
Chris Chamberlain '93
I think it's an informative paper
but in terms of being a real
intellectual journal it falls short
compared to other school papers
I've seen.

Tudi Thiele '94
I think it's an informative way
for students to find out what'sgoing
on around- campus because not
everyone has time to read a large
newspaper like The Globe.

Kamin McClelland '94
Well, I, guess it's good but some
times itJs not as accurate as it should
be.

Kelly Boudreau '94
I thi n k it's really good and
informative.

two of us spent last year in England
and Ireland respectively.The entire
experience was an incredible waste
Continued from page 8
of time.
Tim: First of all, concerning
director. If they haven't been England.Theclassesat Readingwere
assiduous, their grades will tell the so easy that I felt like a first-year
student again. Can you believe there
tale.
InmyexperiencedirectingColby was a professor there who worked
in Caen, our students work harder withaNobelPrize winnerin physics?
and learn more,than most European He was pretty stupid and I learned
students. They also learn to work absolutely nothing at all.
Steve: And you were so right
independently and be self-sufficient
intellectually. Compared to JYA about Colby in Cork. I'm an English
programs, Colby programs are major also and boy do I ever regret
academicallyrigorous. I am sure Ms. crossing theAtlantic.ReadingJames
Bahu will realizethis once she is in Joyce's Ulysses for a professor who
knows the book intimately sucked.
Cork.
When you said that you didn't want
Jonathan Weiss to graduate with only three years of
Director of Off-Campus Stud y "real" English education , I
sympathized. What could Irish
literature professors really know
about
English?
I disagree with what Amira
And
what about that "glorified
Bahu 's friend says about the
vacation"
wetook? God,the Vatican
academic challenge of the English
was
too
big!
St. Peter's was far
curriculum at University College
Cork. My wife and I led a group of 17 overrated. Yeah Tim, getting to see
Colby students there in 1987-88, all those works by Bernini and
several of them English majors, and standing just yards away fro m
I taught courses in the English Michelangelo's David was useless!
department. U.C.C. has a Why go to the Louvre when we've
distinguished faculty, and the Irish got Bixler not 100 yards away?
Werealizethata full-timestudent
students are bright and
over
there graduates with half the
knowledgeable, having had to excel
knowledge
we acquire at Colby. I
in highschoolinordertobeadmitted
guess
it
took
somebody like Amira
into a competitive universitysystem.
who has yet to
Bahu,
a
sophomore
At the end of the year, our 17
participate
in
one
of
these
programs,
students evaluated theiryearinCork
and concluded that the quality of to enlighten the Colby community.
instruction and the amount of work Thanks Amira!
expected was about the same as at
Tim Bernard '91
Colby. Individual courses generally
Steve
Loynd '91
required less work than at Colby,
but a full load there was 12 courses
for the year.
One "downshifts" generally in
EricAlbano has left Colby. Many
Ireland because the pace of life is knew him as the "miracle kid,"but
refreshinglyrelaxed,butsomeofthis those of us who knew him well
slow pace is more apparent than think of him as a real inspiration.
real. In addition, the lecturesystem His daily struggles were more
prevails, so one can cut without fear numerous and more serious than
of discovery, and in many courses any of us could imagine - I don't
exams and written work arc not due know how many sweatshirts and
until the end of the term; thus notebooks he lost first semester
academics can seem deceptively alone. Eric, better known to his
relaxed.
friends as Lou, was the best sports
There is no end of fun to behad in fan Colby ever had - he attended
Ireland, but anyone who wants a both men's and women's games.
first-ratcoducation will find that too. His opinions frequented the Echo
and he personally was responsible
John Sweney for the great turnout at the . final
English Department Bowdoin hockey game - the
abundance of fruit, fish and fans as a result of his article published
Thank God! Finally, somebody here to remind us of what a true
has como forward and revealed the Colby hockey fan is.
Eric continued on page 13
truth about Junior Year Abroad!The
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It's all over for seniors
By Steve Collier
LIKE IT OR NOT

What else is there to say? Except
for senior weekand afewmorebeers,
it's all over. It has been a great four
years,but now it's time to move on.
Before doing so,however,I have the
opportunity to make a few last
comments,andI'vedecidedtodirect
them toward the three quarters of
you who will still be around at this
time next year.
Since I've always advised you to
work extremely hard and learn as
much as possible, I'm going to avoid
redundancy by abandoning my
personal tradition of scholarl y
articles and discuss a less serious
issue, namely, fun.
For, even though a determined
commitment to solemnity is
commendable, sometimes you've
just got to bust loose. Therefore, in
order to aid you underclassmen in
your hedonistic pursuits, I've
decided to recom me nd some

activitiesthat my fellow seniors and
I have long enjoyed.
The first and most important
social activity is, of course, alumni
weekend. The past years have been
lacking in alumni participation, so
I've submitted a proposal for the
students and College to fund all
future returns, and to attract some
legitimate entertainment with an
intellectual bent, like Letterman,
Leno, or Quayle.
Until the flagpole's rope was
chained up, it offered some
excitement,but now that our primal
impulse to grasp, clutch and swing
has been denied,I recommend nude
sprints across campus to ease your
urges (you know who to contact for
further information).
The doghead,of course,is a wellknown and frequently-held
attraction, but some friends and I
havediscoveredthat itstruepotential
is only obtained when accompanied
by algae cannonballs in Johnson
Pond.The goo is a bit disgusting,but

the earthy aroma makes its carrier
absolutelyirresistibleatFossparties.
Then there is ice sliding,an event
that's likely to witness a popularity
explosion in coming years. I give it
two thumbs up and recommend
numerous contests for form, style,
distance, and injuries, but I do
encourageextra careif slidingnaked
because you never know where a
sharp stick might be lodged.
Along a similar line is mud
throwing, which is particularly
rewarding when a well-aimed shot
encountersan unsuspectingface,but
I can't r ecommend it since th e
administration thinksit'sa bad idea.
I've also heard that tunneling
through the heat ducts in the
Hillsides offersa great late-night fun
and excitement, but my own
experience was more closely
associated with dirt, bruises and
general unhappiness, so I'll have to
leave that avenue of entertainment
up to you. If you do decide to check
Seniors continued on page 13

become the norm, not the exception
at our campus.
In this area, the administration
hasappeared tobe very cooperative
- whether sponsoring speakers,
buying receptacles,or just generally
supporting environmental causes.
Whether any Colby student
personally recycles hisor her waste,
no Colbyite can go through four
yearshere without at least becoming
more environmentally aware. The
campusisourbiggestasset,and the
environmental causes that have
blossomed at Colby in the last four
years will hopefully transcend
Mayflower Hill as students leave.
While no one could ever call
Colby's population diverse, after
four years of dealing with the
administration , I have begun to
wonder whether they really want a
healthy minority community.
However, I did find some new
found faith during the festival. .
Colby has a wealth of talented

individuals who seem to come out
of the woodworkon dayslike today,
and often present some pretty
different musical styles. I think
Colby has recently tried to
encourage some diversity with
band festivals, but we still have a
way to go. The more events like
Foss Arts that occur, the more this
p lace will not seem so
homogeneous.
Colb y can oftentimes stifle
diversity, and if the College cannot
make a commitment to increasing
our diversity as a student
population, it can try and foster the
different people and styles thatexist
here already.
Colby still has many problems,
chief among them a social chaos
that changes its manifestations
every year, but seems to rot at the
core of our student life. More
importantly, we have a faculty that
isin the midst of a politically correct
Arts continued on page 13

The new vision for Colby
By Matt Lehman

THROWING STONES
When I began this column three
years ago, it seemed to be a forum
in which I could air my opinions
about Colby. More often than notrl
have found something wrong with
our school, and in voicing , my
thoughts, have made manyp£ople,
mostly administrators, angry.
However, as I sat at Foss Arts on a
beautifulSunday afternoon ,1began
to think about some of the good
things that weenjoy here,and things
that have actually improved during
my tenure.
The most pressing thing that
struck me, and admittedly because
I was at Foss Arts (sorry if I'm
propagating stereotypes) was the
concern for our planet that has been
created at Colby in the last four
years. Thanks in part to a small
group of people, recycling has

Heading To 'Europe This Summer? I
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Bahu blows it

Jet there anytime for $160 or less, with AIRHITCH, (as reported in the NY TIMES,
Let's Go! and Consumer Reports.) For details call: AIRHITCH: (212) 864-2000.
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Senior art show execut ed with grace
By Amanda Hallowell
A&E EDITOR
You know all those wierdos who hang out
in the studio until all hours in the morning?
You know, the ones who carry around huge
folders with pictures of nude women and
hands that look like little kids drew them,
and who call these things blind contour
drawings. Well, all those people are putting
on a fantastic, not-to-be-missed show, and it
might just make you wish you knew what
linseed oil is used for.
The Senior Art Show,organized by Hilary
G. Robbins and Gregory C. Smith, heads of
the Student Art Committee, is the resultof a
yearlong process. First, the students, most of
whom have completed a concentration in
studio art, and at the very least have spent
four semestersinonemediumwithadditional
¦work in others, submitted applications and
portfolios to the entire studio art faculty. The
faculty reviewed them and selected 10
participants.
"This show represents the culmination of
all of our artworkhereatColby,"said Robbins.
The show is mainly paintings, with only
Robbins and Tom Brown showing both
drawings and paintings, and Smith showing
prints and paintings. There are two sculptors'
works being shown in Bixler.
"Traditionall y the show is done
completely by seniors," said Robbins. "We
do all the organizing, and the hanging of the
final show is done by each individual artist
based upon what they decide to exhibit.
Someone from the museum has given us
some technical advice on how to hang [the
work], but the philosophy of the show is that
all the work be done by the seniors in the
show."
The overall quality and maturity of the
work is impressive.
Stacy A. Porath's works include a small

photo by Tara Taup ier

Painting by Hilary Robbins
canvas with the figure of a jvoman sitting
with her back turned to the viewer, and a
larger one which showsjust thebow of a boat
and a little water. .
Porath's paintings are nicely controlled,
utilizing realistic colors and a relatively
smooth,fluid brushstroke/asopposedto some
other student artists who use more paint to
emphasize the brushstroke. Her ability to
control and change her size compositionally
is admirable.
Greg Smith's boldness of stroke and color
is exciting and fresh . His works seem almost
to beunfinished; one which stands out was a
large portrait of a man in glasses.
Done primarily in warm - almost hotreds, oranges, and yellows, with touches of
green (the contrasting color to red) to make
the other colors that much more vibrant,thi s
piece is striking in the way he creates a very
logical portrait study with quite abstract

brushstrokesand unrealistic colors. His work
stood out overall as being highly
expressionistic.
Evan Metcalf s work also stood out as
being very painterly. A memorable piece,
among many nudes, is one of the cover of a
Spiderman comic book. "Evan is influenced
by comic book art," said Robbins. He uses
broad brushstrokes, similar to Smith's work,
but more realistic colors. The Spiderman
figure really jumps off the canvas.
One painter whose work wasvery diverse
was Ronald J. Barberan. His works range
from a very smooth, analytical, and accurate
piece depicting the skyline of a city from a
bridge at dawn,to abstract washes of colors,
one of which depicts trees or a wave.
"Africa," one of Bradley A. Comisar's
paintings, is a gestural depiction of the
continent of Africa done mainly in bright
primary and secondary colors - red, yellow,

blue, green, orange, and purple. The borders
are fuzzy and the entire piece looksas if it had
been shaken up, with the stenciled names of
the countries done so that looking at them is
like having double vision.
Comisar's piece seems to be a statement
about the state of Africa's constant inner
struggles. Whether or not this the politicalmessage, it is a wonderful, jigsaw puzzle
piece, representing the colorful cultures and
landscapes in Africa. "I was inspired to do
this piece this past fall by Jasper Johns," said
Comisar.
One of the less traditional art students at
Colby, George Moore, has not done a
concentration in studio art; painting is his
hobby.
His work uses realistic pastel colors and
seems to be influenced by impressionism.
One of his most beautiful and sensitive works
is of a woman with a child, done in the style
of the traditional Madonna and Child from
the Italian Renaissance painters.
Tom Brown,another well known studentartist, is most experienced in drawing, and
has only had a few semesters of painting here
at Colby. However, his drawing experience
has apparently made the transition easy.
Brown's paintings are compositionally
mature, and his painterly style is different
from the smoothness in his drawings. Tom
uses rich colors and his canvases are heavy
with all the the paint. It's exciting to see his
talent expressed in a new medium.
Hilary Robbins' drawing is her strong
point, although her painting shows an
interesting and diverse range in terms of
style, use of color, and subject matter. Her
figures in both are fresh and alive, her lines
active and expressionistic. Robbins drawing
is actually very painterly becauseof the broad
marks shemakes with the side of the charcoal
and the eraser, making the negative white
space very powerful. Robbins also has a
wonderful sense of composition.Q
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ethn icfood that ncollcge student
can afford, aud it i» often
necessary to go a little out of the
way for something better The
only drawback is that the Colby
J itney won't take you them *
Finding Giuseppe's is e&tiy.
tlie 4<ldr<#$ U 14 Mairt St. in
Brunswick, If you are coming
from WatcirviUeir get oft1 1-95 at
the Tfnmj Mlcfc % (Bowdo in

Colter wit, And head east for

about 1 mile*. When you toow
the river into Brunawicfc, it's
immed iately on the right in Foyt
AAd tWfej tutf befaie<nw$in# over
ttoute i,
We definitelyrccommendyou
wake theef fa rt,perhaps for a last

dinner oefoitt the $mmM,or,if
you'rein Mainef oraivhi lfc,a*the
beginning of a new habit. The
people Mil overall atmosphere
*re fri endly md «iM*l, atxd
besides,wc don't Want to let thotf e
Bowdoinltes get too fall Q

pltolo by Sharon Labick
Twelfth Night will be performed tonight and Friday at 8p.m. in Strider.
By Amy Keim
STAFF WRITER
Tlie Colby College Performing Arts Department is presenting William
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night May 9th andlOth at 8p.m. in the Strider Theater.
The play is wonderfully acted and a treat to watch.
The play revolves around Viola, played by Beth Reutlinger '91, and her
twin brother Sebastian, played by Scott Wood '92. The pair lose one another
after being shipwrecked and each thinks tho other has drowned.
Viola seeks refuge by posingas a man in order to become servant to Duke
Orsino, played by Eric Berry '94. Orsino is in love with Olivia, played by
Jennifer C. Flynn '91. The plot becomes more complex when Olivia falls in
Jove with Orsino's sweet messenger "Ccssario,"(the name Viola goes by
when posing as a man).
The plot is thickened by the comic Fcste, the clown, played by Zachary
Gcisz '94, and Malvolio, Olivia's steward, played by Robert Isaacson '93.
Twelfth Night ,which was written by Shakespeare in 1602,hasbcen labeled
by some critics as having strains of "serious melancholy," said director
Night continued on page 15

Last Show Tonight
Out For Justice. Rated $. Shows at 7:10
and 9:10.

WHAT'S GOING

Railroad Square Cinema
Between Main St. and College Ave
873-6526
Last Show Tonight
Mr. and Mrs. Bridge. Rated PG-13.
Thurs., May 9 at 8:55 p.m.only. With Paul
Newman, Joanne Woodward , Simon
Callow, and Blythe Danner. Directed by
James Ivory. Based on the novels of Evan S.
Connell. Made by the same people who
gave u s "A Room With A View," "Mr. and
Mrs. Bridge"hasbeen awarded Best Actress
and Best Screenplay by the New York Film
Critics.
Set in Kansas City in the '30s and '40s
this film tells the story of the mundane and
strictly traditionalized lives of an uppermiddle class couple. The drama within this
plot is what results because of Mr. Bridge's
repression and his wife's subsequent selfoppression. Worth seeing.
Hidd en Agenda. Rated R. Thurs., May
9 at 6:45 p.m. only. With Brad Dourif and
Frances McDormand. Music by Stuart
Copeland. Directed by Ken Loach. Winner
of a Cannes Film Festival SpecialJury Prize

and center of a whirlwind controversy in
England, where it's proven to be political
dynamite. Said to be an "explosive thriller"
by Caryn James of the New York Times, it's
based on the true story oi three recently
discovered M15 intelligence agency coverups.
The. Sheltering Sky. Rated R. Showing
Fri., May 10 through Mon., May 13at 6:50 and
9:25 p.m. (also at 1 p.m. Sat. and Sun.)and
Tues., May 14 through Thurs. May 16 at 8:40
only. With Debra Winger, John Malkovich.
Directed by Bernardo Bertolucci. Music by
Ryuichi Sakamoto. Based on the novel by
Paul Bowles. A sexy, emotional film set in
North Africa, "The Sheltering Sky" is .abouf
twotravellers,asopposed to tourists,in search
of themselves and their lost feelingsfor each
other.
Other films showing in May are: Poison,
starting May 14, The Field, starting May 17,
J e Tu II File, starting May 19, Cyrano De
Bergerac, starting May 24, The Long Walk
Home, starting May 31. And in June: The
Nasty Girl, starting June 7, and Ay,
Carmela!, starting June 11. Call 873-6526 for
more information.
Hoyf s Cinema
J.F.K. Drive
873-1300

Showing All Week
A Kiss Before Dying. Rated R. Shows at
7:40 and 9:40.
Oscar. Rated PG. Shows at 7 and 9:20.
Mortal Thoughts. Rated R. Shows at 7:20
and 9:30.
Dances With Wolves. Rated PG.
Showing at 7:30 only.
One Good Cop. Rated R. Shows at 7:10
and 9:25.
(Look for new showsbeginning Thursday!
Call Hoyt's for details.)
MATINEES ON SATURDAY AND
SUNDAY ONLY.

PORTLAND
At Raoul's Roadside Attraction: Thurs.,
May 9 it's In Transition's debut
performance. $3 cover. Fri., May 10 it's
Grammy Winner John Copeland at 9 p.m.
Tickets are$8. Sat.,Mayll it'sDevon Square.
$6 cover. Sun., May 12 and Mon., May 13it's
Leo Kottke,a non-smoking show. Tickets are
$15. Tues., May 14 it's Southern Blues
Society Meeting All Blues Jam at 8 p.m.Call
773-6886 for ticket information. Wed., May
15it's Red Light Revue at 8p.m.Thurs., May
16 it's Eight Bar at 9 p.m.
At Moose Alley: Friday and Saturday
nights, Entropy will play at 9:30 p.m. NO
COVER! Wednesday night is Bachelor's
Night,featuring "beerdeals" formen during
Happy Hour. Call 774-5246 for ticket
information.
"CanCanParisian!"Ballet'sspirited,high-

kicking comedy presented by American
Ballet East and featuring The American Ballet
East Orchestra. May 18 at 2 and 8 p.m.
Tickets are $10 for adults and $8 for children
12 and under and senior citizens. Portland
Perform ing Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave.,
Portland, ME. For more information call
878-3032 or 774-0465.

BATES COLLEGE
The Winds of Maine Woodwind Quintet
in concert,Fr
i., May 10,at 8p.m.With p ianist
Mark Howard, the quintet will perform a
program of works by Mozart, Poulenc, and
Beethoven. Free. Olin Arts Center Concert
Hall.
BOWDOIN COLLEGE
Katherine Porter: Paintings/Drawings.
An exhibition of recent works by Katherine
Porter from May 3 through Ju ly 14. Free.
Museum hours are Tues. through Sat. 10
a.m.-5 p.m., and Sun. 2-5 p.m. For further
info call 725-3275.
COLBY COLLEGE
Twelfth Night presented by Perf orm ing
Arts. May 8, 9, & 10 at 8 p.m. in Strider
Theater.
Colby Pottery Club Exhibit and Sale.
Th ursday, May 9, from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. in the
Student Center lobby.
Pequod Readings: Thurs., May 9 at 7
p.m. in the Coffeehouse.
SENIOR ART SHOW Opens in
Runnals on Wed., May 8, fr om 4-5:30 p.m.
Showing through graduation.DON'T MI SS
IT!
r

Compiled by Amanda Hallowell
A & E EDITOR

Three funky artists test Jazzy s sweatometer
By Dan Kaymont
JAZZY D'S CURB
oe lackson-Lauehter and Lust
There are few musicians wh o
have experimented with music as
Jo e Jackson has. From jazz to
classical, salsa to swing, reggae to
rock,Jackson has dabbled in a bit of
everything.
"Laught er
and
Lust"
incorporates several different
musical styles. "Obvious song"
which goes back to Jackson's earlier
days of loud guitars, describes the
world as he sees it today. 'There
was a man in th e jung le/trying to
make ends meet/found himself/
one day with an axe in his hand/
when a voice said/budd y can you

spare that tree/we gotta save this
world - starting with your land."
Jackson has always been a critic
of the United States, and on this
album he proves even more biting,
describing the U.S. as a country
wh ich ad vises ot her coun t ries to
conserve, but is unwilling to do it
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Remember: We 'll deliver for ^
your Class Reunio n s

Have a great, happy, and safe summer.
(Bring in your rcturnablcs and taps before you go!)

"Laughter and Lust"practicall y
broke both the "Sweatometer" and
"Tearomet er," scori ng over 10 i n
both categories. Jackson presents
us with music at its best.
Book Of Love-Candv Carol

Ope not so good cop
By M. Scott Barkham
iSTAFF WHITER

Th e Last lllf,^^,;;]
^
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itself.
"Jamie G" and "My House" are
two smashing salsa tracks, the first
one being the happier of the two.
Jackson has a knack for rocking
salsa, an d he is a mast erm i n d at
combiningthe two styles of music.

Cand y Carol is essentially a
techno-popped children's album.
There has been a further
regression from the simplistic and
childlike quality of "I Touch Roses,"
off their first album, to their current
album. They have plunged even
deeper into the mind of a child.
"Alice Everyday,"the only track
which has hit the charts thus far, is
one of the few up-beat grooves on
thealbum.The fantasy world which
they describe in this track is a place
wherechildren of different cultures
play together,instead of killing each
other.
Al though "Candy Carol" can at
times be very sweet, it rates very
low on the "Chart of Sweatiness."
J azzy continued on page lS

Michael Keaton returns to the
screen in the rather mediocre film
'One Good Cop." Set in New York
City, Keaton is Detective Artie Lewis,
a dedicated cop who is extremely
loyal t o his fellow off icers, and his
fam ily, which seem to intertwine.
Written and directed b y
Heywood Gould, this film is not
withou t its share of clichds and
awkward moments. It doesn't flow
very well, and the skipping between
the scenes is confusing, rather than
intriguing, to the audience.
In thebeginning,thesloryisabout
twocops:Artieand his partner Stcvic
Diroma (Anthony LaPaglia/'Betsy 's
Wedd i ng "). Each new day brings a
crisis and life-threatening event. The

plot is pretty transparent, leaving
t he au di ence l ess^ t han surpr ised
when Steviegets knocked off on the
job and rnakes Artie and his wife
Rita (Rene Russo) the legal guard ians
of his three daughters.
Being th e "good cop" that the
f ilm's ti tl e sayshe is,Art ie has to deal
with the people responsible for his
partner 's death. The guy who killed
Stevie was high on crack, so Artie
goes af ter the main dealer. In going
af t er t h edealer,thcrcare somerath cr
graphicscenes,butitisn 'tbadl ydonc.
Artie and his wife go back and
forth on their decision to adopt the
kids. They look into facilities which
takeinorphansand find somcrather
despcrateoptions. When they choose
t o adopt the kid s, they need a larger
place to live,butdon 't have the funds.
To come up with themoncy Artie
decides to rip of f the drug dealer. He

w il l tak e just enough for t he hou se,

and leave the rest to the und erfunded
orphanag e h e saw wh ile looki ng for
a place for the kids. Unfortunately,
"good cop " Artie gets caught.
The film is well-intentioned, and
Keaton has his usual charm.
Unfortunately, t his is not enough to
make the film a success. Tlie other
performances arc nothing special.
Stage actor Kevin Conway, who
d azzl ed th eater au diences in New
York for h is role in "Other People's
M oney," docs not do quite as much
in this film role, in whi ch he port rays
Artie's superior Lieutenant Dan ny
Quinn.
This is an okay film , but wait for
it to come out on v ideo, and save
your money for a few more weeks
until the summer film bonanza
starts.Q

5 good reasons to
GET CASH F O R YOUR BOO KS at

You get the BEST PRICES in town,
50% of RETAIL PRICE
if we know the textbook
will be used next semester (quantities limited),
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Eric

Continuedfromp a g 9e
Well Eric,there are MANY of us
who really do MISS YOU - your
great sarcasm, your positive
attitude, your determinism - and
you just being you. Before I go,I just
want to say that you're the best
thing that has happened to Colby
for lots of reasons, but most
importantly, you have taught us
not to take things for granted.
Best of luck in your future
endeavors Eric - you're the biggest
winner on or off campus!

Arts

Kristen Fryling '91

Continued fr ompage9
period, insisting on creating
robotic liberal arts students by
forcing requirements on them.
But there is hope. A student-run
festival on a sunnyday that exposes
our campus' beauty and talent
showsthis. What we need,if I may
quote Motherfunkers lead singer
Jazzy D, is to start acting like a
liberal arts school and do our best
to enhance what we already have,
as students.
We do not have what I would
call a sympathetic administration,
and it is never easy to get things
through our bureaucracy,but I think
I caught a little glimpse of hope
today.Q

that are focused on intellectual
attributes, rather than the
previously described physical
pleasures. Joyceandjanicebashing
is always worthwhile if you don't
want to concentrate , but a
comparison of your worst
professors is slightly more
gratifying.
Gossip, of course, remains a
societal favorite,and I've found the
dining hall to be the optimal
location,since you can gossip about
your target while they're in earshot
(keep the malicious crap to
yourselves,but have a ball with the
properly aimed jab).
Well, those are some of my
suggestions to help liven up your
life. Even though sexis fun,I didn't
bother to mention it, because for
$.75 it's not always the best deal in
town.
Use my offerings at your own

discretion, but conserve energy
while doing so, because a run from
Security is often the end result
(sometimes it's the best part, but
watch out for Jim,he's got wheels).
Humor aside, have a greattime
here.- Colby is a super place filled
with a lot of fantastic people -people
that I'm going to miss very much.
Bon VoyageO

Jazzy

Continued from page11
Jazzy gives it a total of two out of
ten beadsof perspiration. However
it did score higher with "the tear
factor/' receiving a score of 6.
Mantronix-The Incredible
Sound Machine
After creating the ultimate
eargasmic tune "Got to Have Your
Love," from their last album, it is

almost impossible to come up with
new cuts that are just as good if not
better. The only track off "The
Incredible Sound Machine" th at
ranks comparable to their previous
classic is "Flower Child."
This acid-hippie track begins
with a synthesizer, and is then
joined by the traditional acid piano.
"Gimme Something"contains a
funky beat reminiscent of the music
of Prince and Guy. This is one of the
few tracks on the album in which
Kurt Mantronik displays his smooth
flowing and crisp rapping ability.
However, Kurt has fallen into the
trap of a morepopular rapping style.
Nevertheless, he somehow
manages to make it sound good,
when most popular rappers don't.
"The Incredible Sound
Machine" ranks high on the
"Sweatometer,"with nine beads of
perspiration. But relatively slow-

paced acid-rap with a few slowerpaced tracks allows the sweat to
evaporateO

PC

Continued from page6
brought into awareness, but I
don'tthinkitshould befbrced,"Biros
said.
But others see being PC as
something positive.
"Force is entirely the wrong
word," said Cohen. "It's no more
forced on students than education
generally. [It 's] mostly constructive,
real-life education."
English Professor Jean
Sanborn defined PC as "the whole
cluster of liberal attitudes on campus which address things such as
diversity,women,other cultures,and
other ethnicity inadministrationand
curriculum and the extinction of homophobia, sexism and so on.Q

Seniors

Continued f r om page 9
out the tunnels, make sure you
bring a flashli ght.
Skydiving off Miller Library is
an activity unsurpassed in potential,
but the only person I know who's
tried it forgot his parachute, so
there's no one to question about its
thrills. Since its dangers are
considerable, I recommend a
properly instructed bungee jump
asanalternative,butbecareful with
your eyelids as you pass the clock
on the way back up.
Thereare also several fun events

DAVE'S
1 BARBERSHOP j
TUES-FRI: 7:30-12 :00
SAT: 7:30-12:00
45 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
873-1010
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Softball ends at 5-16
"Our record does not show our
By Paul Argiro
athletic ability," said catcher Jule
Gourdeau '93. "We have a lot of
SPORTS EDITOR
n_a_MH^iB9------___--H^-*Ha-_ai^KH---a_-Kna«^^-a individual talent. We just didn't
_Bi_----a-i--seemto cometogetherin the clutch."
Gordeau pointed out the fact
The Colby women's softball
they only swept one
that
team completed its season on Friday
with two losses to rival Bowdoin,0- doubleheaderout of eight attempts,
2and 4-10. More importantly, and splitting or losing both is not
besides losing both games, ace going to help the overall record.
pitcher and last week's devastator But she did saythey "have shown a
lot of improvement over last year."
Maria Kim '93 was injured.
Withtheseasonover,thesoftball
Sliding into second base in the
first inning, Bowdoin's second team, like any other team that is
baseman was reaching to her left done now, will look ahead to next
for the ball and collided into Kim's year. Except the future does not
sliding shin. Basically, Kim's leg look bright for this young team.
kept sliding but her knee stopped. Almost every sophomore is going
In two weeks, she will be home in away and they are losing- four
seniors to graduation (Captains
California undergoing surgery.
Kristen Owens'93wascalled on Deanne Newton and Erin Kelley,
to do the pitching duties. She Paige Brown and Amy Walter).
completed game one and lasted Next year there will only be one
until the fifth inning of the second senior, Sherri Bossie.
Hopefully, the softball team can
game until exhaustion overcame
get
some recruitsin for next year.If
her. Kristen Ellinger'93,a sparinglythere isthealwaysthe following
not,
used reliever (she had pitched once
before for the Mules) came on and year, when the sophomores return
from their junior year abroad.
finished the game.
And as Gordeau summed it up,
The team finished the season
with a record of 5-16. But that's not "By then, we better be tournament
bound." Let's hope so.Q
the point.
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Critical Point

T5iere^asheeaanu»f6and!8l
ttffaor eclating
e^mto around Colby
^r^b^s
b^ ^n ^^ftity*?^:
started around thesame timethe
Alfoitd Arena was near
completionat the University of
&fcMne, O?0n<>. Th is rumOr
concerns another AlfowtArena the onef o m adt Colby,
Therurnorgoessofttethingliks
this: About &ev&%or eight yeare
ago.Mr, Alfond wasprepared to
jmttip & gtanfc whichColbycoald
iftatch, io build a new skating
fruity. As ttu? story goes- _h£
administration said that it would
put t oo much emph asi s on
aihktks and did not agree to the
of&r, $o, WQ got » new rink »
the rink thai Colbyshoakf haw
had*
'It's simply not true/'said
X h mBatl _*mi-& wJv* fea$ teen
here'since%9$Z three yea*s after

Shorts
WATCH OUT BEARS,
HERE COME
THE

headingto Nationals

MULES!: Behind a four goal and
one assist performance by TricaptainEricRussman'91,themen's
lacrosse team beat Wesleyan on
Saturday 10-8 and insured
themselves of the sixth and final
position in the ECAC tournament.
In the first round, they faced the
Polar Bears at Brunswick at 4:00
Wednesday.
First-year
phenomenon Bill Bush,added two

first going into the tournament and
is now seeded 36th in the country.
He is going to Nationals next
weekend.
The Colby tennis team competed
"Josh looked strong," said
in an individual tournament (the Kiernat. "Heplayed really well,and
Maine States) at Bowdoin this past he won the clutch matches."
weekend along with players from
Forthe doubles side,the team of
Bowdoin, Bates, UMO and USM. Ramirez and Conrad reached the
Colby's Josh Wolman '91 walked finals but were ousted by the
away with it.
number one seed from USM 1-6,6Colby sent down four singles 4,6-3.Longsjo and Kiernat reached
players(Wolman,Marc Longsjo '92, the semis but werebeat thereby the
Ed Ramirez '93, and Jim Conrad number one doubles team from
'92) and two doubles teams Bowdoin 1-6,6-2, 6-3.
By Paul Argiro
(Ramirez and Conrad,and Longsjo
"The tournament went real
and R.B. Kiernat '91).
and Jonathan Walsh
well," said Kiernat. "Everyone
Colby dominated most of the played really well and if we had
SPORTS EDITOR AND
^
tournament as Conrad made it to been keeping track of team points,
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
the semi-finals beating the number we would have won the whole
one singles player from Bowdoin, thing."
6-2, 6-4. An all Colby semi-final
The team is currently at 5-3and
//one wereto writea book about
match, Wolman beat Conrad 6-3,6- the CBB is on the line Thursday Colby Sports 1990-91, the title might
1 to advance to the finals.
afternoon as the men battle Bates.
be: Of ECAC Titles, CBB
Not having lost a set all day, After that, the team will wish Championship s, IndividualAwards.
Wolman beat the number one Wolmanthebestofluckashetrftvels
a nd Things. The year has been
singles player from USM 6-4, 6-4 to Nationals. Don't be surprised, exciting and now wetake a look back
and clinched the singles with the way he's been playing, if at some of the achievementsand some
tournament. Wolman was seeded Wolman wins that, too.Q
of the dialogue we heard all year.
FALL
The major question in the fell
was the football team. No one
expected four wins and a CBB
Championship. Head coach Tom
Austin said it best before the season
began: "When thesmokeclearsyou
have to take a look at what you
have left and evaluate the situation
and what wo found was that we
weren't looking as bad as we had
originally
thought."
n.
-*~_==-l
| KThe men's soccer team went 120-2 but lost in the semi-finals of the
ECACs to Williams. Remember the
double overtime win over
Bowdoin? Coach Mark Serdjenian
. i , ^__iii
i _¦¦ ¦¦—
¦*
m-i
¦
iV
m ^ mmmmmmmCmi,.,
|B i _ n i
summed things up: "...there are a
H
lot of good cliches for a season like
thisand we're trying to avoid them."
The women's tennis team went
undefeatedand Coach Paula Aboud
said, 'There is enough energy on
this team that would make other
coaches go ga-ga over. But yet, the
campus doesn't know about us."

By PaulArgiro
SPORTS EDITOR
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ike completion of the. present
Aifond Arena. 1Mr_ AKbnd] is a
verygener&us man and fte^&esn'fc
put stringsonl»s g?fts< "
Irt&eecL Mr. Alfond is a very
^«ie»us_ftar_.Be_-idfestheiwori_ikk
<p ne in Wafcerville^ #.e other up
north), he wasthe princlpjedonor
forouroafcdoaritacfeand he is the
principle dosoi- tor the up and
<oj ft«.g Carl N$l$6« Tracing
JFaeUIt& -a namewhich Mr> Aifonci
insisted apm.
"Idon't feaow how k started,*
S#V- $jffri-k Tw&t&tf fc-q^gOye3t*
and fVe#everheard it WorewWe:
goalsand threeassists.Andy Shpiz
'91 had a goal and two assists for
the Mules.
Wesleyanjumped out early to
take a 5-2 lead, but Colby rallied to
cut the lead to 6-5 at the half. With
a two-goallead in the fourth quarter,
Wesleyan cut it to 9-8. Bruce
Fougere '92 (14 saves on the day)
was the story, however, as he
stopped Wesleyan late and Colby
added one more with 1:00 to go.

WOMEN'S LAX PASSED

BY*. The women's lacrosse team
did not make the ECAC four- team
tournament field. Going to ECACs
are Smith, Middlebury, Conn.
College,and Williams. The April 24
cancellation of a game against Bates

are very grateful for what '-Mr,
Alfond hasdone fftw Colby];"
One possible reftsoft for the
ramoristhatColbystudents were
jealous of Orono's new riiik and
since they wera bofh »amed
Al^^A^eda^h^^^tabesam^
explanation on why he: wovte
choose Orono over Waterville.
"He Bkes Ufoe Universityof}
Maine/saidSpilth ."ffe4»l$el5ke$
SoUinsCollege and Colby/'It all
goes back to Mr. AUond"&
ge»e*0&fty, w)_ k& no &ne is
prepared ta deny. He . &,& to
donate:and t) MO is not Hmrnwie
to hfealtruisrru
So, the rumor can be laid to
test.There,j$noevidence foatMrAUbndi madesuch an offer which
Colby refected. But if Mt. Alfond
decides he wouldlike to _**e a new
riaka. O^by, weiw0«lo.welcome
thigdanationXS
hurt the Mules as a win would have
helped their cause. Colby finished
their season against those Bobcats
on Tuesday,theday after selections
were made.

THIS AIN'T CAMPUS
GOLF: The men's golf team
finished second in an abrid ged
version of the CBB (Colby, Bates,
and Brandeis because Bowdoin
doesn't have a team).Bates won the
CBBby lOstrokesoverColby. Clint
Williams '91 led the team with a
round of 80. Paul Froio '93
rebounded from NESCACs by
shootingan 81JackHiggins '93also
showed improvement with a round
of 84.Jeff Hartwell'91rounded out
the team with a score of 90.

Sports year in review
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The water polo team caused a
tremendous splash, winning the
New England Division III
Tournament. Co-captain Blake
Liebert '91 describes it as "a
completely different sport which
stresses teamwork in contrast to the
individual competition
in
swimming."
Coach Jim Wescott said this
about his men'scross-countryteam,
"Wehavea teamcapableofrunning
with any of the top New England
Division III teams this year." And
he was right with runners like Kent
Thompson '91, Dave Donnelly '91,
and Marc Gilbertson '91.
In women 's cross-country,
Coach Deb Aitken had modest
goals. "We should have no trouble
improving on last year's mediocre
finishes," she said. With first-year
sensation Michelle Severance she
had no trouble meeting that.
WINTER
The ski teams proved that
Division II is no competition for
them by winning, its fifth straight
Division II Champi onship. With
skiers like Ellyn Paine '91 and
Gilbertson who finished seventh at
Division 1 this winter, who can
challenge this team. Should they
move up to Division I next year? "It
would be nice. But it is really nice to
be a big fish in a small pond," said
Paine.
The women 's squash team,
behind the helm of Aboud, came
up with a record-breaking season
finishing at 14-8. "Had wc not been

so together, we would have been 814," said Aboud.
The women's basketball team
won the ECAC title and gaveCoach
Gene DeLorenzo his 200th victory.
He said, "The response 1 received
from the players was great. They
seemed genuinely pleased for what
I accomplished and that means
more
to me . than
the
accomplishment itself."
Kim Derrington '91gaveus 1000
points for her careerandher motheV
had the best definition of hor
character. "She'sa hard worker and
a fierce competitor," she said.
The women 's track team
captured its third straight Division
III title and Michelle Parady '93had
the most simplistic explanation of
the day's events. "The team was
consistently good all day,"she said.
Then there was the men 's
basketball team which did what
no other New England Division HI
team has ever done - win a second
straight ECAC title. Immediately
after the game, Coach Richard
Whitmore told the fans,"No matter
where we go, these are the greatest
fans in Division HI basketball." It
was a quote matched only by Kevin
Whitmore '91,who said, "When we
have all cylinders clicking, we're a
tough team to beat."
SPRING
Although it scemslikc the season
just got hero, it's over as far the Echo
is concerned.This is the last issue of
the Echo and no more coverage will
Review continued on p age 15

Night
Continued from page10
Richard Sewell.But don't expect
the serious and heavy drama typical
of most of Shakespeare. Colby's
production plays up the comical
aspects of the story, creating an
extremelyhumorous and delightful
show.
DirectorSewell,whohasdirected
Twelfth Night before, said this
presentation has been especially
rewarding for him because of Karen
Rabinowitz, a visiting movement
specialist from the Colby in London
program.
Said Sewell, 'It has been a very
special experience working with
Karen, who has been working with
the actors both in regular rehearsals
and during classes, dealing with
period and movement. I am
extremelyhonored tohaveherhere."
StageManagerRebeccaR.Pease,
who managed last year's Love's
LaborsLostL said that the most unique
aspect about this production is their
minimalist approach. "No physical
props are used, and sound effects
are done by two sound people at
eitherside of the stage."She further
noted that Sewell plays down the
play's dark side, opting for a lighter
approach. "Dick feels it's about
happiness and fun...he played up
the comic aspectsof the play."
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Colby's Performing Art s
Department has prepared a yearend performance that is a dynamic
and 'fun to watch. Take time out
from studying to see this classic
revisited by Colby actors with
expertise and flair!

Margaret Mauran '91hasbroken
scoringrecords left and right for the
women'slacrosse team but the team
didn't makethe ECACs.Coach Deb
Pluek does have the quote of the
year, though, "It was sweet to beat
Bowdoin." Deb, it's a sentiment we
can all relate to.
Mike Murphy '93had this to say
about rugby,"Atfirstlwasattracted
by the social aspect of rugby,but as
I have become more experienced I
have started to enjoy the athletic
part much more" Good for you,
Mike.
Finally, we would like to end by
adding some quotes that we thing
deserve special merit. Andrea
Solomita '91 Tri-captain of field
hockey said this at the beginning of
the year and it should be true of all
sports, "We want to walk off the
field, win or lose,knowing we gave
100 percent."
And last but not least, the "No
way, really?" quotes:
"I think the pitching is always
key for us. I think if we get good
pitching and force people to hit the
ball we can get out of the inning."Laura Halldorson, softball coach.
"They jumped out on us, they
are a goodteam."-GeneDeLorenzo,
baseball coach after the Mules were
down 20-2 after three innings.
Colby Sports 1990-91 - it would
bea great bookwithmanyauthors.Q

Review
Continued f r om page 14
be given, but some memorable
moments have come up.
Currently, the men's lacrosse
team is headed toward the ECACs
after a win over Wesleyan. So far,
Bruce Fougere '92 has had the best
quote after he injured his shoulder
on a Friday, "It's only separated. I
could play tomorrow." Sick, Bruce.
Although the spirit was
optimistic at the beginning of the
season - "We have the talent and
desire to win.All wehaveto do now
is put the two together," said Amy
Walter '91-thingsjustdidn'tgo well
for the softball team,whichfinished
at 5-16 on Friday.
Thebaseball team has more wins
thisyearthanitdid last year (11)and
it has shown somedesire. "The team
really showed a lot of character. The
guys could have easily folded after
the tough loss to Bowdoin," said
Coach DeLorenzo. Tom Griffin '91
has proven that he can hit the ball
and Steve "Swampy" Marshall '91
has shown that he can pitch.

DETO ASimOR
ofthe week
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The only downside to this week's Devastator Award is that it's
the last of the year.But women'strackQuad-captainDeb MacWalter
sure knowshow to send usout with a bang.In yetanother impressive
showing, MacWalter stepped up in the javelin and had only herself
to surpass. She did just that,breaking her own school record in the
javelin with a throw of 146'9," and outdistancing the nearest
competitor by a remarkable19.'Yet MacWalterdidn'tstopwhenthe
javelin landed,and sheproceeded to place third in the 100m hurdles
andfourthin thehighjump. Good luckin this week'sDivisionlmeet
at Boston College, and congratulations on a record-setting
performance!!-

Scoreboard
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SALES SUPERVISOR

55 East Concourse
873-5255
• Smoke-Free •

Country Kitchen Bakers is searching for Sales Supervisors. If you
possess a high school diploma, 2-3 years of Route Sales experience with at least one of those years in supervisory role, we
would like to speak to you. B.S. Degree in Management may be
substituted for supervisory experience.

Men 's Lacrosse
5/4 Colby 10 Welsyan 8
5/8 at Bowdoin 4:00
5/10 ECAC semis TBA

"A great grill
"
"The food is good, the service is good,
; and the prices are good."
—As quoted in The Colby Echo

We offer a very competitive compensation package , including:

+ Company Car
+ Health Care Plan
+ Dental Plan
+ Eye Care Plan
+ Life Insura nce

Baseball
5/3 Colby 8 Trinity 7
5/4 Wesleyan 11 Colby 2
Wesleyan 4 Colby 3
Softball
5/3 Colby 0 Bowdoin 2
Colby 4 Bowdoin 10

Women 's Lacrosse
5/7 Colby 6 Bates 5

+ Profit Sharing Retirement Plan
+ 401(k) Retirement Plan
+ Scholarsh ip Plan
+ Paid Holidays
[fifgB__il__liS_83PSvl y tS___jSF_^__M ^^BS^SBlH- BSBJ-ffS^WlMKWfl 1^B-H_-__-i
^9
^
Vacation
+

Qualified applicants , please submit resume with cover letter
stating salary requirements to:
j
Tony Medik
Director / Human Resources

Men 's Track
5/4 6th at NE Div. Ill Champs.
Women 's Track
5/3-4 2nd at NE Div. Ill Champs
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F.R. Lepage Bakery , Inc .

Congratulations to
the Class of 1991!!

P.O. Box 1900
Auburn, ME 04211-1900

"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
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Tennis
5/9 BATES 3:00
All caps designates home games.Q
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Golf
5/4 2nd against Bates,and Brandeis
5/7 BATES 1:00
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Best wishes from all of us at Joseph sCongratulations Seniors
and we'll see the rest of you in the fall.
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-CongratulationsCCass of '91-

<Weare offering a rezuardfor the. safe retur n of our
'Safari (Bar ' poster

Women take 2nd, men take 6th at New Engfl ands
By Greg Greco
STAFF WRITER
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The men's and women's track
teams entered the Division III
Championships this weekend, and
both teams did better than expected.
The women's team took second out
of 25 teams, while the men's team
took sixth out of 26.
The women finished with 67 pts.
Wilhamswonitallw.thl09,followed
by Colby, and Tufts with 62. Those
"other" schools in Maine, Bowdoin
and Bates, finished seventh and
tenth, respectively.
For the men, Williams won for
the second consecutive year with 92,
followed by MIT with 72,Tufts with

67, the Coast Guard with 60,
Worcester Polytech with 47 and
Colby with 45. Bates finished tenth
with 30 and Bowdoin 17th with 12
points.
For the women, Quad^captain
Deb MacWalter '91 had another
impressive showing. She broke her
own school record in thejavelinwith
a throw of 146'9" winning by 19'.
She also was third in the 100m
hurdles and fourth in the high jump.
Other top performanceswere by
Jen Hartshorn '94, who won the
1500m in 4:43.60. Kelly Redfield '92
placed third in the 5000m at 18:21.53
and Jen Curtis '93placed sixth in the
200m at 28.14.
In field events Amy Young '93
and Cristen Herlihy '93 placed fifth

and sixth in the high jump. Janet
Powers '94 performed well in the
heptathalon, placing fourth with
personal records in the long jump
and the 200m. Brenda Eller '93had
another strong performance,placing
third in the discus.
One strong point for the team
was the relays. The 4x100 (Curtis,
Powers, Pam Pomerleau '91 and
Quad-captain Colleen Halleck '91)
placed third with a time of 51.40,
their bestthis season.The4x400relay
(Pomerleau,Halleck,Hartshorn and
quad-captain Theresa Sullivan '91)
ran their fastest time of the year at
4:06.59, and took fourth.
The 4x800 relay (Quad-captain
Lesley Eydenberg '91, Sue
Cummings '91, Candace Kilmer '93

and Redfield) also finished strong
placing third at a time of 10:11.63.
"The relay teams came through for
us in a big way," said Coach Deb
Aitken.
All three relay teams will
participate at the Division I meet at
Boston Collegethisweek,along with
MacWalter, Hartshorn, Eller,
Redfield, Heather Hews '93 and
Herlihy. "It'sbeena good year.We've
had some strong performances come
through this season," said Aitken.
The men were led by Kent
Thompson "91,who wonthelO-OOOm
despite a bad cramp. Others who
placed included Chris Richards '92
who took second in the javelin,
Warren Shearer '94, who had a
personalbest in the 1500mat 3:59.59,

and Tom Copozza '92 who placed
second in the long jump.
Todd Urquhart '91 placed third
in the discus while Marc Gilberston
'91 placed fourth in the 5000m and
Len Baker '92placed sixth ina strong
100m field. "[Baker 's] worked hard
and hashad a good attitudefbr usall
year.It wasgood to see him do well,"
said Coach Jim Wescott:
Thompson will be competing at
Division I next week in the 10,0O0m
and maybe the 5000m. "It's been a
good season,"said Wescott. "I really
appreciate the work that peoplehave
put into the last three meets. It
wouldn't be possible without their
hard work and dedication. It was
nice to end the season at home, and
also to beat Bowdoin and Bates."Q

Baseball double dips to Wesleyan 11-2 and 4-3

on the agenda, roundtrippers would have to be
the ticket to a win over Wesleyan. But instead of
homeruns,for some reason Colby suffered from
¦M^B^R9HaDMHH «aHHMaHMiMMai
^WBa___Haa - __ --a_B -i
a power outage whichlasted the wholeday and
Followingan upbeat come-from-behindwin spelled only eight base hits in two games.
"[Wesleyan] threw two right handers..and
over Trinity last Friday,Colby (11-15)ended the
week on somewhat of a down note,dropping a they mixed up pitches well," said catcher Terry
doubleheaderat WesleyanSaturday,11-2 and 4- Reidy '92, who was behind the plate for the
3.
nightcap. "But I don't know what the problem
Although the White Mules had surpassed was in the first game." •
One problem was that starting pitcher Dan
last year's victory total by out-hitting Trinity on
Friday, the win column was at a standstill for Teguis '91 was touched up for seven runs (six
Saturday'sdouble-dip,and Colby lost a battle of earned) through four innings,although much of
Ptoto ^ Tara lau^er
it wasnot his fault. "The defensive support was John Brockelman '92
major league manager's strategies.
"We tried to play more of the Earl Weaver not that great," said DeLorenzo, whose Mules throws to 1st in Wednesday's game.
ball," said Coach Gene DeLorenzo, referring to were quickly down 6-2and weren't really in the
and Trioptain Mike McRae '91, and put up
Colby's homer style which had brought them game from there.
threerunsbythefifth inningtotiethegamegoing
life
in
The
Colby
Nine
showed
some
signs
of
back from behind the day before.
into the sixth.
but
went
limp
with
the
game
"But they beat us with Billy (Martin) Ball," the second game,
However, Wesleyan seized a similar
which swamped Colby with defensive pressure on the line. The second game "was in some
opportunity
with the winning run on third one
and had the Mules hogtied trying to respectsabettereffort,"said DeLorenzo,although
unsuccessfully throw out six Wesleyan base the Mules left 12 runners on base, the most inninglater.WithMcRaestillthrowing,Wesleyan
stealers. "They ran us off the field in the first important of whom was stranded on third in the managed a single, an out, and a pop fly to center
sixth inning with Colby and Wesleyanknotted at "whichshouldhavebeencaught"but fellin,said
game," DeLorenzo said.
DeLorenzo.Wesleyanthen hita sacrificefly deep
3-3.
DeLorenzo's appreciation of major league
enough
to advance both runners, and with two
Colby had jumped out to a 3-0 lead in the
gameplanshaswonballgames,butthingsdidn't
outs
and
one strike, they beat out a bunt to bring
fall together on Saturday. With Earl Weaver ball second, but Wesleyan chipped away at starter
By Jonathan Walsh
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

the runner home and sweep the doubleheader.
Friday was a much better day for the .Colby
Nine, and especially for Tom Griffin '91 who
went 4-5 with a home run and three RBI in
Colby's 8-7 victory over Trinity. For the season
Griffinisnowhitting almost .365withsevenhome
runs and 34 RBI.
"Thiswasa good one forus."said DeLorenzo.
"They had beaten us down in " Florida 12^8."
Colby again scored eight runs,but it was enough
forthe win this time,behind thepitching of Dave
McCarthy '93. "He threw well and had good
con trol,"said DeLorenzoof the lefty who worked
six innings,giving up seven hitsand four earned
(seven overall), before DeLorenzo went to the
bu llpen for Tri-captain closer Steve "Swampy"
Man>hall'91.
Marshall came in trailing 7-6,but completed
the game and wound up with the win, allowing
one hit over threeinnings. Mitch Rogers '92 put
the White Mules on top 8-7 with a two-run
homer, Colby's third of the day. Griffin and Tricaptain Todd "Eggo" O'Connor '91 provided
earliertwo-run blasts to help Colbybetter the 10
victories posted by last year's squad.
Colby played'Bowd oin on Tuesday and
hosted Bates yesterday at 3 p.mj__

Saranna Robinson - overcoming adversity through sports
By TJ. Winick
STAFF WRITER

both
extremely
positive,
academically
and
extracurricularly," said the 32 year old
Sports are valuable for a variety economics professor. "My professors
of reasons.Forsome,it relieves stress. were very hel pful and supportive.
Forothers,itsatisfies thecompetitive They really made me feel good abou t
edge within. For Colby assistant myself."
economics professor Saranna
After graduating from Colby,
Robinson '81, however, sports have Robinson moved to Washington,
been a way to overcome personal D.C. to work on the Federal Reserve
adversity.
Board as an economic forecaster.
A native of Philadel phia , she While in our nation's capital, she
transferred to Colby in her suffered "massive withdrawal"from
sophomore year from Utah State. organized athletics. Robinson
p lioto by Tara Taupier
Robinson says she was looking for decided to begin running again, an Professor
an environment in which she could activity she had enjoyed with her Saranna Robinson
find someself-estcem;thcsclf-esteem father back in Philadel phia. But once I set my mind to it."
that was lost at the age of 15 when Robinson decided this wasn't
In 1983, Robinson went to
she became a victim of rape. enough. She needed a challenge, a graduate school at the University of
Robinson immediately became goal to strive for, something that Texas-Austin. It was here that she
involved on Mayflower Hill with would build self-esteem.
competed in "Olympic Distance
In November of 1981,she entered Triathlons" (1.5K swim, 40K bike,
both the women's swimming and
the Marine Corps Marathon . and 10K run). In her first race, she
rugby teams.
Her senior year she captained Robinson completed the course, finished second in the women's
the swimming team, and took home running the last five miles with her division.
MVP honors. While at Colby, she father.
Eventually she qualified for the
"lt was an incredible feeling,'
also ran the two-mile for the spring
US
National
Triathlon
she said. "That run mademebclievc Championships in Bass Lake,CA,in
track and field team.
"My experience at Colby was that I could accomplish anything September 1984. Due to the severe

changeinaltitude(theracetook place
in the Sierra Nevada Mountains),
Robinson earned a disappointing
time in the race, but notes, "It was
pretty cool j ust to be able to
participate in a national event, and
see all the big name triathletes."
Throughout theremainderofher
stay in Texas, Robinson raced
bicycles for the Semi-Pro Women's
"Blue Bonnet Racing Team."
'The director of the team saw mc
at one of the triathlons and was
impressed with my cycling - so he
asked me to join.'' The team was
extremely successful, and it was
something Robinson enjoyed
immensely.
In 1986,Robinson's life was dealt
another shocking blow. While riding
her bike, a 19-ycar-old boy plowed
into hor with his car, injuring her
knee.
"Someofthcdoctors weresaying
I'd never run again," Robinson
recalls, Nevertheless, in the fall of
1987, after moving to Pittsburgh to
workon her Ph.D at Carnegie Melon
Univcrsity,shocntercd the Bud Light

Endurance Triathlon at Hyanni£on
Cape Cod.
"I had beenplanning on running
an 'Iron Man Triathlon'(2.4m swim,
112m bike, 26.2m run) before. But
the adversity of my knee injury
motivated me to do it sooner rather
than later." After 14 hours of one of
the most grueling tests of human
will and endurance, Robinson
crossed the finish line.
'The feeling was overwhelming
- to have accomplished something
that only a year earlier looked
impossible."
Robinson, currently a playercoach with theColby Rugby Club,is
looking forward to competing in
more races this year, namely her
ninth marathon this September in
New York City.
"Sports gives one such a feeling
of self-worth. There is no better
feeling than achieving a goal which
you've worked so very hard for.
Unfortunately, it 's tho negative
experiences in my life which have
driven mc to so many wonderful
accomplishments."!.-

